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Conference News

T h e Lamb's Book of
Life
Omar G. Wortnan

The Voice of God
Not in a tempest, horror driven;
Not in the rumbling thunders given;
Not in the lightning, stabbing) Heaven,
Is found the voice of God.
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Not in earthquake, wind, or fire,
Nor yon temple's lofty spire,
But in the heart with such desire,
There speaks the voice of God.

T h e Word of God
Alfred S. Rotz

In Heavenly muse or holy hush,
Far removed from maddening rush,
Out where the flowers pale and blush,
Whispers the voice of God.
The mind of God hath framed the flower,
His will descends both dew and shower,
He speaks, there falls Pentecostal Power,
The still, small voice of God.

Faith
J. R. Steckley

God spoke to Jonah, hence the w'hale;
Isaiah heard, and thence the tale;
And, sleeping Samuel, without fail,
Heard the voice of God.
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The fishermen down by the sea,
Joined Jesus in His ministry,
The day He said, "Come follow Me."
His was the voice of God.

Faith's Anchorage
G. Campbell Morgan

To hear God's voice and heed it not:
How like the willful, wayward Lot.
How changed Gethsemane's Garden spot!
Where knelt the Word of God?
If from the eyes of God I flee,
His laving voice still follows me;
And, sinner, when He calls to thee,
Oh, hear the voice of God!
—Rev. Glenn E. Browne.—Sel.

A Transition
J. A. Climenhaga
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deemed from death and hell, just on the
threshold of eternal glory—oh, if I had a
voice that would reach from pole to pole. I
would proclaim it to all the world: Victory!
Victory! through the Blood of the Lamb!"
—Peniel Herald.

RELIGIOUS EXHIBIT AT CENTURY
OF PROGRESS
The Great Chalice of Antioch, dating from
the century in which Christ lived, which is
believed by many experts to be genuine, and
is thought to have been carved by a skilled
artist who actually knew Him, will be on
display at the Hall of Religion at Chicago
this year.
It was discovered by Arab excavators in
Antioch, Syria. It is now the property of
Fahim Kouchakji, of New York. It is insured for $300,000, though he has refused
offers far greater than that for it. The
Great Chalice bears two portraits of Christ
with His disciples gathered about Him.
In one of the portrait groups, Christ is
represented as a mature but still young
man, beardless, spiritual, dignified, and
clothed in a toga. The figures to the left
and right are identified as James, brother of
the Lord, Thaddeus, Jude, a near relative.
Peter and Paul are in their natural places
of honor. Behind Paul is Andrew, brother
of John, depicted as a wrinkled old man.
In the second scene Christ is seated in the
center, pictured much as later artists have
pictured Him, but the symbols employed to
represent Christ and the saints in later portraiture are lacking. About Him sit the four
evangelists, Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John.
James, the brother of John, is seated behind Matthew. Each is identified by some
symbol of his occupation.
The Great Chalice was in Paris when the
World War started and when the German
army reached the Marne it was hurriedly
taken to New York where it has reposed in
a bank vault except for its one trip to Paris.
On that journey it was transferred from LeHavre to Paris in a special car under military guard furnished by the French government.
It has been secretly conveyed to Chicago and will be under the eye of a watchful guard day and night while there.
CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR CONVENTION
The International Society of Christian Endeavor will hold its young people's convention at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, July 8 to 13.
Among the speakers are expected Hon. Cordell Hull, Secretary of State, Gov. John G.
Winant of New Hampshire, Dr. Daniel A.
Poling, Dr. A. W. Beaven, Dr. James Kelly,
Glasgow, Scotland, and others.
EGYPT SEEKS TO DISPLAY PROGRESS
Egypt's minister to the United States has
requested 2,000 square feet of space in the
Court of Nations^ at the Century of Progress, to represent Egypt both ancient and
modern.
It wishes to show how that its motor cars
flash past the plodding camel; and that it
too is trying to keep pace with the world's
progress.
ISRAEL
The story of Israel is to be told to the
world in a pageant at the Century of Progress in which 3,000 will participate. It is

called "The Romance of a People." Jewish
leaders from all over the United States will
participate actively in the preparations. We
hope they will not forget to depict the
crossing of the Red Sea, the smiting of the
rock that brought forth its gushing waters
to the thirsty pilgrims, and the thunders of
Mt. Sinai, the passageway through the Jordan, and last of all, the falling walls of
Jericho.
MOUNT EVEREST
This peak of the Himalayan Mountains,
the highest measured mountain in the world,
rises more than 29,000 feet above sea level.
It is named after Sir George Everest who
completed the trigonometrical survey in
1841, and determined its altitude. A number of attempts have been made to scale
this peak, all unsuccessful. An expedition is
at present seeking to reach the summit on
foot. On April 3, 1933, three Englishmen
crossed the peak by airplane for the first
time in history. They faced unusual difficulties. Howling winds shriek about its
crags, which are always shrouded in fog and
mist. The cold is more intense here than
anywhere else between the poles. An attempt on the following day to fly over a
near-by peak, Kanchanjunga, ended in failure.—The Alliance Weekly.
PREACHING
Preaching is not a trick in plans, in
cunning outlines, in shapely sculpture.
Never preach in haste. Study much, not to
make the sermon obscure, but to make it as
clear as crystal, and when you have done
your very best, always remember that you
have not yet penetrated to 'the secret place
of the tabernacles of the Most High,' and
that far beyond all star routes and orbits immeasurable, and all shadows 'dark with excess of light,' there is a mystic path infinitely brighter than the Milky Way, which
the vulture's eye of the sublimest power and
genius hath not seen.—Joseph Parker, D.D.
GOD'S SHOW WINDOWS
A country merchant visited New York.
The thing that impressed him most was the
magnificent and spotless show windows. On
his return home he immediately cleaned up
his unused show window and made it so attractive that he was soon doing nearly all
the business of his town. Instead of failing
in business as he at one time feared, he became the richest merchant in this country.
Let us not forget to show the graces God
gives us at all times in an attractive manner, and draw men by making our lives and
faces show windows for God and His works.
—The Children's Friend.
VICTORY THROUGH THE CLEANSING
BLOOD
Dr. Sewall, an old Methodist, when dying,
shouted aloud the praises of God. His friends
said, "Dr. Sewall, do not exert yourself;
whisper, doctor, whisper." "Let the angels
whisper," he said, "but the soul cleansed
from sin by the 'Blood of Christ, a soul re-

HE IS COMING
'Tis the hope of His coming
That gladdens my heart,
That drives away sadness
And bids care depart;
No dread of the morrow,
No sorrow I see,
For Jesus is coming—
He's coming for me.
Though clouds darken o'er me,
Though storms may assail,
With Jesus beside me,
I'll weather the gale;
The storm is without me,
No trouble within,
For Jesus, my Savior,
Has cleansed me from sin.
He's coming, He's coming,
I never may die;
'Tis Jesus, my Savior,
Whose coming is nigh.
I rest on His promise,
I trust His sure word;
Then quickly, come quickly,
O, Jesus, my Lord.
Bible Truth Depot, St. Louis, Mo.
HELP THE CHILDREN
Some children have on chance to learn,
Yet within them their hearts do yearn
For love that will help them to w.in
The battle against death and sin.
Oh, give them the Word that will keep
The faith of our Lord way down deep
In their little hearts ev'ry day.
Let us teach them how they must pray.
Some have no parents, nor e'en a friend
Who will some help or comfort lend.
But who can tell what awful cost
May be our lot if one is lost?—A. M.
RULES FOR SELF-EXAMINATION
The following twelve rules are recorded
as having been used by John Fletcher of
more than a century ago. They were used
by him at the close of each day for selfexamination.
1. Did I awake spiritual, and was I watchful in keeping my mind from wandering this
morning?
2. Have I this day got nearer to God in
prayer, or have I given way to a lazy, idle
spirit ?
3. Has my faith been weakened by watchfulness, or quickened by diligence?
4. Have I walked by faith, and seen God
in all things?
5. Have I denied myself in all unkind
words and thoughts ? Have I been delighted
at seeing others preferred?
6. Have I made the most of my time, as
far as I had light, strength and opportunity?
7. Have I kept the issues of my heart in
the means of grace so as to profit by them ?
8. What have I done this day for the
souls and bodies of the dear saints?
9. Have I laid out anything to please
myself when I might have saved the money
for the cause of God?
10. Have I governed well my tongue this
day, remembering that in a multitude of
words there wanteth not sin?
11. In how many instances have I denied
myself this day?
12. Do my life and conversation adorn the
Gospel of Jesus Christ?—Sel.
If your life is hid with Christ in God you
will be preserved and kept.—H. B. M.
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"Our Christian experience," said Dr.
Kerr, Moderator of the Presbyterian General Assembly, "has become stale and shallow, lifeless1 and superficial."
W e do not believe that we can successfully deny this statement, but perhaps after
all it should be qualified. It is true that
too much Christian experience is stale and
shallow and lifeless and superficial because
there are too many people nowadays who
are too good. They have fed themselves
on intellectualism, on morals and philanthropy until many of them feel they are
sort of invaluable to God.
The fact of sin and the impurity of the
human heart are so glossed over that many
fail to sense the real and vital need of heart
cleansing. Not enough stress is laid on the
application of the standards of God's W o r d
to the hearts of men. Many preachers are
afraid to actually preach the truth. First:
Because of the people. Second: Because
they themselves perhaps are not measuring
up to God's standards. Consequently the
issue is often clouded; and even though
men come to an altar of prayer, experiences, which are there received, often
do not go deep enough.
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It often reminds one of a shallow cistern
which has been hewn out and, which, immediately after a freshet, may appear to
have good water, but is soon discovered to
be stagnant. T o o many fail to find the
subterranean flow of living waters that Jesus mentioned as He beheld men and women going to the shallow pool of Siloam in
His day, and cried out, "If any man thirst,
let him come unto me and drink; and I
will be in him a well of waters, springing
up unto everlasting life."
There is only one remedy for superficiality in religion and that is the bringing of
your life up to the standards of God's
W o r d in holy living. As soon as we begin
to abet, compromise, and make allowances
for our own peculiar whims and evasions
of God's will and truth, we are embarking
on a course of superficiality that will
render our experience lifeless, stale, and
shallow.
If you find yourself in this condition, we
are happy to say there is a remedy, but
you will have to pay the price.

Gold and Silver
There is a trite saying whenever a knotty
problem is presented that "it would take
a Philadelphia lawyer to figure that out."
W h y the lawyers of Philadelphia have always been given credit for being extra
smart, we do not know; but we think their
services surely would be much in demand
at this present juncture if they were able to
explain to the government itself and to the
average citizen all the fine points of the
monetary situation as it stands at present.
Some one has remarked that the church
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went off the gold standard with Ananias,
but we are not so sure that we agree with
them. W e rather think that Ananias went
off the gold standard, but that most all the
other folks in the early church remained.
Both gold and silver have their place in
the monetary systems of the world, and as
well do they have their place in the economy of grace. As types, gold stands for
deity, silver for redemption. Silver represents a price paid, and the gold of righteous living becomes the coin of the realm of
saints. Many a one has had to make the
sad confession that he has gone off the gold
standard, but it can never be charged to
the treasury of heaven that there was a
shortage. The supply has always been
there; the source has always been available,
but folks have gone off its standard when
they have tried to substitute something else
as being just as good.

Canaan Language
The President of one of our colleges recently stated that most teachers of French
in our high schools would be compelled to
have an interpreter in Paris. This reminds
us of the fact that there are many teachers
of the W o r d who need an interpreter to
understand the language of Canaan as it
is spoken among the saints. Book knowledge here fails to suffice. T o understand
this language you must be born with the
dialect.

Shoes
Shoes are so much a part of our daily
lives that we practically take them for
granted and don't say much about them.
They are almost next important to food;
and in this advanced stage of civilization
nations can be judged largely by the way
its people are shod.
The science of making shoes, fine shoes
and comfortable shoes, at reasonable prices,
has advanced wonderfully since Thomas
Beard made his first shoes in Boston in
1629. You can purchase most any kind of
shoe you want, whether long and narrow,
or wide and short, high or low, white or
black, or almost any other color, and made
up of a varied line of materials.
There is another kind of shoes that we
too often also take for granted. Sometimes
it becomes questionable as to whether the
individual has ever been shod with these
shoes; and yet the injunction is definite and
clear in the Scriptures that we should have
our feet shod with the preparation of the
Gospel of peace. This part of the Chris-
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tian's wardrobe seems more vitally necessary than any other, if he is to be strong
and successful and if he is to be enabled to
use the rest of his equipment. "The Gospel
o[ Peace" has never changed with the
styles of the day. It bears the same warmth
of love, self-denial, and sacrifice that Abraham had when he permitted Lot to take his
choice of the best of the land. It is a true
characteristic of all those who have come
to a knowledge of saving grace and have
truly been enlightened.

Passed Beyond
Elsewhere in this issue are found the
death notices of a brother and sister who
will be sorely missed in the coming days.
The brother to whom we refer is Aaron
Booser, of Elizabethtown, Pa., a man who
endeared himself to many of us, by his
whole-hearted and enthusiastic friendship
and his hearty support of many things that
have meant much to the advancement of
the cause of Christ.
The sister, Mrs. Leah Ulery, is known to
many as "Mother Ulery," the mother of
Bishop O. B. Ulery, our General Conference Secretary. W e are not saying too
much when we say that she was a great
woman. Her early life displayed the fact
that she was made of the hardiness of true
pilgrim stock; and in later life as she herself
and her means were dedicated to God she
has brought blessing to many individuals
and to the cause of Christ in general.
The writer will never forget when, in his
early ministry, this departed sister was used
in a most unexpected way to answer prayer.
That one fact alone has been the source of
inspiration and comfort to us, many, many
times. Often when we were tempted to
doubt God's promises this incident was
brought freshly to our minds. W e rejoice
to know that her home-going was peaceful
and in full assurance of the faith.

"Alway, Even Unto"—The End
Isaiah tells us that God will never call
back His word, and Joshua reminds us that
"there hath not failed one word of all his
good promises." The promise of the Lord
to His trusting children that He will not
leave them is not one that has come from
the lips of a child or has been spoken in a
careless way that it can thoughtlessly be
broken. It is not a promise that will ever
be recalled. It will stand though heaven
and earth pass away. The promise of the
Savior that He would be with us "Alway,
even unto the end" is one also which He is
well able to fulfill. Trials may come, but
He will never leave us; testings may come;
hardships we may be called upon to endure;
sickness and sorrow may come across our
pathway; and even death may come; but
(Continued on page 224)
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The Lamb's Book of Life
By Omar G.
"And there shall in no wise enter into it
anything that defileth, neither
whatsoever
worketh abomination or maketh a lie: but
they which are written in the Lamb's Book
of Life." Rev. 31:27.
you read the preceding verses very
IFcarefully
you will notice that it speaks of
a new heaven and a new earth. In the
mind of God it is forever settled who shall
enter into this new heaven, earth and
heayerily Jerusalem, only those . who are
written in the Lamb's Book of Life. They
which are written, the W o r d says; as a
Commentary puts it, chosen of God, renewed, justified, sanctified, and thus fitted
to be glorified: Glory to His holy name.
W h a t a blessed experience.
"Blessed are they that do his commandments, that they may have right to the tree
of life, and may enter in through the gates
into the city. (Hallelujah.) For without are
dogs, and sorcerers, and
whoremongers,
and murderers, and idolaters, and whosoever loveth and maketh a lie." Rev. 22:14,
15. Again let me repeat a certain comment.
Here the righteous and the wicked dwell
together in the same country, the same city,
and the same family and are united by
numerous relative, social, and civil ties; but
in the future world they will be forever
separated, and dwell in places as diverse
and distant as heaven is from hell. Let us
turn to Isa. 35:8, "And an highway shall be
there, and a way, and it shall be called the
way of holiness; the unclean shall not pass
over it." In Isa. 52:1 we read,
"Awake,
awake; put on thy strength, O Zion; put on
thy beautiful garments, O Jerusalem, the
holy city: for henceforth there shall no
more come into thee the uncircumcised and
the unclean." In Joel 3:17 we read, "So
shall ye know that I am the Lord your God
dwelling in Zion, my holy mountain; then
shall Jerusalem be holy, and there shall no
strangers pass through her any more." Thus
God's W o r d says the unclean shall not pass
over—those who are foul, dirty, filthy, spiritually, morally impure, and sinful. Rogers
says, "That holy place where no unclean
thing shall enter." Perkins says, "Adultery
of the heart, consisting of inordinate and
unclean affections." If this is your condition you cannot enter heaven, neither is
your name written in the Lamb's Book of
Life.
While the Bible speaks of the Book of
Life which I believe pertains as Webster
says, to the time during which the human
soul and body are united; the period between birth and death; the present state of
existence; sometimes the perpetual existence
of the soul in the present and future state.
M y reader friend, your life in this world is

Worman
kept on record in the Book of Life. There
is a difference between the Book of Life
and the Lamb's Book of Life.
There is a Book of Life in heaven which
records your time here upon the earth. The
sinner's records are not kept in the Lamb's
Book of Life, but simply in the Book of
Life. The names of saints are written in
the Lamb's Book of Life. The saints, those
who are ready. "In a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump: for the
trumpet shall sound, and the] dead shall be
raised incorruptible, and we shall be changed." I Cor. 15:52. "For the Lord himself
shall descend from heaven with a shout,
with the voice of the archangel, and with
the trump of God: and the dead in Christ
shall rise first." I Thess. 4:16. These are the
ones that are written in the "Lamb's Book
of Life.

T h e Bible makes special mention of the
Lamb's Book of Life; now you can be recorded in the Book of Life and not in the
Lamb's Book of Life. Some one will say,
how d o you know if my name is in the
Lamb's Book of Life? The heart of man is
searched and tried by God; it is also enlightened if you let Him. Conscience convicts of sin which brings you into consideration to a confession of Christ unto salvation, and of sin to a consecration of Christ
by conversion of sinners •which proceeds
from God to a relationship with a covenant
of God unto justification. As Webster
says, "The state of being justified; absolution; vindication," the treating of sinful man
as though he were just; the act of justifying,
or the state of being justified. Our disobedience to God's commands admits no
justification.
"In such righteousness, to them by faith
imputed they may find Justification toward
God and peace of conscience"—Milton.
God is our Justifier: "That he might be
just, and the justifier of him which believeth
in Jesus." Rom. 3:26. Let us go a step farther into the blessed state of sanctification.
Scofield says, "Th e same Hebrew and
Greek words are translated 'sanctification,'
and 'holiness.' The root idea is always some
person or thing set apart for God. Sanctification is positional: the believer is God's
own. Sanctification is progressive: the believer is being sanctified. Sanctification is
to be consummated. 1. Sanctification is
that work of Christ for the believer which
sets him apart for God. 2. Sanctification is
that work of God in the believer through
the spirit and the word which progressively
changes him into the image of Christ. 3.
Sanctification is that work of God which
perfects the believer into the likeness of
Christ by His appearing in glory." If you
are in this state of grace your name is in
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the Lamb's Book of Life ready to be glorified.
"That to the height of this great argument I may assert eternal providence and
justify the ways of God to man"—Milton.
"Then they that feared the Lord spake
often, one to another: and the Lord hearkened, and heard it, and a book of remembrance was written before him for them
that feared the Lord, and that thought upon his name. And they shall be mine, saith
the Lord of hosts, in that day when I make
up my jewels; and I will spare them, as a
man spareth his own son that serveth him.
Then shall ye return and discern between
the righteous and the wicked, between him
that serveth God and him that serveth him
not." Mai. 3:16, 17, 18.
Moses realized God had a book. "If thou
wilt forgive their sin—; and if not, blot me,
I pray thee, out of thy book which thou
hast written.
And the Lord said unto
Moses, whosoever hath sinned against me,
him will 1 blot out of my book." Ex. 32:32,
33. On which book are you written? David
as well as Moses realizes a book. "Thou
tellest my wanderings: put thou my tears
into thy bottle, are they not in thy book?"
Psa. 56:8.
"Thine eyes did see my
substance,
being unperfect; and in thy book all my
members which in continuance were fashioned when as yet there was none of them."
Psa. 139:16.
Then in Dan. 12:1 it says, "And at that
time shall Michael stand up, the great
prince which standeth for the children of
thy people: and there shall be a time of
trouble, such as never was since there was
a nation even to that same time: and at that
time thy people shall be delivered every one
that shall be found written in the book."
N o w these words deal with the great
tribulation when Michael shall help in
time of trouble those that are delivered,
every one that shall be found written in the
Book. Michael is prince of angels and
Michael means God-like. That is just what
God will do for you. Michael shall deliver
Israel from trouble.
The Apostle Paul said, "And I intreat
thee also, true yoke fellow, help those
women which laboured with me in the Gospel, with Clement also, and with other my
fellow labourers, whose names are in the
Book of Life." Phil. 4:3. "He that overcometh the same shall be clothed in white
raiment; and I will not blot out his name
out of the Book of Life, but I will confess
his name before my Father, and before his
angels." Rev. 3:5.
"And I saw the dead small and great,
stand before God; and the books were
opened: and another book was opened
which is the Book of Life: and the dead
were judged out of those things which were
written in the books, according to their
works."

E V A N G E L I C A L
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"And the sea gave up the dead which were
in it; and death and hell delivered up the
dead which were in them: and they were
judged every man according to their works.
And death and hell were cast into the lake
of fire. This is the second death.
And
whosoever was not found written in the
Book of Life was cast into the lake of fire."
Rev. 20:12 to 16. W h a t a sad condition
this is when the record of the book stands
against you and to think that we are with
our life upon this earth recording our destiny in the Book of Life.
O, what a sad condition to go out in
eternal torment when to-day provision is
made in the Gospel to be saved by Christ
in redemption. 'But Christ being come an
high priest of good things to come, by a
greater and more perfect tabernacle, not
made with hands, that is M say, not of this
building; Neither by the blood of goats and
calves, but by his own blood he entered
in once into the holy place, having obtained
eternal redemption for us." Heb. 9:11, 12.
There is another condition set forth by
God, "And if any man shall take away
from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part out of the
Book of Life, and out of the holy city, and
from the things which are written in this
book." Rev. 22:19.

The Word of God
By A. S. Rotz
E W o r d of God is fathomless in its
T Hexpressions
of love, mercy and goodness. It is a love letter directed from the
hand of God for a fallen race. Amid the
turmoils of life and roar and din of a sin
cursed world the Bible is a messenger of
bright hope from the heavenly world, inviting poor mortal man to the fountains of
cleansing from sin, and to a banquet of love
provided by our heavenly Father.
W h e n all other help has fled fori a poor
lost sinner, for him the Bible still shines
out with all its luster and beauty and bids
the sin-sick soul and all who labor and are
heavy laden to find rest in the wounds of
a crucified but risen Redeemer and so on
down through the ages this glorious Book
has led thousands and multiplied thousands
of souls out of nature's darkness into the
marvelous light and liberty of the children
of God and ultimately landed them into
the glory land above.
The messages contained in the Bible have
their origin in heaven and are accompanied with power to save to the uttermost
even the vilest of sinners. The sinner must
come just as he is, with all his sins and in
all his degradation. If he were to try to
make himself better he would be all the
while drifting farther away. This truth is
illustrated in the story of the prodigal son.
He could not make himself any better, so
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he came just as he was. All he could do
was to acknowledge his guilt and plead the
merits of his father's love and mercy. Not
one of us could do any better. But the Bible tells us that when the father saw him
afar off he ran and fell on his neck and
kissed him, and this is just like our father in
heaven. Could the sinner but comprehend
the depth of meaning hidden in this wonderful story of love it would break his strong
heart and melt his eyes to tears. This
story of the prodigal son is but only one
story among the many that are written in
the blessed W o r d of God portraying the
tenderness and sublimity of our heavenly
Father's love.
The climax of all God's wonderful manifestations of love and mercy is the sending
of His only begotten Son into this sin benighted world to bear the burden of our
sins that He might bring us back to God.
And the glorious tidings come to us in this
wonderful Book of all Books that our ransom has been paid and if we but accept
the unspeakable gift and crown Him Lord
and King in our hearts we shall be heirs of
heaven with fullness of joy, and pleasures
forevermore. And while here on earth we
briefly stay, He is our glorious guest from
day to day. While on earth we are pilgrims and strangers but the precious Bible
sheds light on our pathway and the path
of the just is as the shining light that shineth more and more unto the perfect day,
and the Holy Spirit is our conductor. As
we study His W o r d and keep His commandments the Holy Spirit bears witness
to the truth and assures us that we are on
our way to heaven, and whatever our needs
may be Jesus fully satisfies. He never turned any one away empty and never will if
they come with a full purpose of heart.
The feast is ready and the table is spread
in this wonderful Book we call the Bible.
If you are hungry the invitation is "Come,
for all things are ready." The fountain of
life never runs dry and the bread never
grows stale. Jesus said, "I am the living
bread which came down from heaven: if
any man eat of this bread he shall live forever." If you are thirsty Jesus says, "Come
unto me and drink." If you come to Jesus
you have every thing. If you fail to come
you lose everything.
But to build up faith and Christian character and be enabled to impart the truth to
others requires close application and study
of the W o r d of God. The best way to
impart the message of salvation and inspire
faith in others is to live the faith of the
Gospel until our very lives become a demonstration of the power of the Gospel to
save and to keep from sin. There are folks
that cannot be won by preaching, but may
be won by the influence of an exemplary
Christian life in which they can find no
fault. N o one can lift another to a higher
plane than that which he occupies himself.
There are many folks who will not read
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their Bibles, but are very careful to read
the lives of Christian professors. Professed Christians who do not live according to
the W o r d but are unstable and are tossed
about by every wind of doctrine are a hurt
to the cause and a stumbling block to sinners. The W o r d of God is the only sure
foundation upon which we may build and to
copy after others instead of building on the
W o r d is exceedingly bad for if the blind
lead the blind both shall fall into the ditch.
N o one can excuse himself for ignorance in
a land of Bibles. Ignorance of the civil
law will excuse no one, neither will ignorance of the W o r d of God excuse a man
when he has ample opportunity of knowing
God's will concerning him. Some folks will
tell us they can do questionable things and
yet not feel condemned. The reason is
obvious. If such persons would read their
Bibles carefully their consciences would
become awakened, and clearly show them
what is right and what is wrong. If your
conscience will not lead you according to
the W o r d of God it is not a safe guide;
^unless your conscience is trained according
to the W o r d you cannot depend upon it.
It is absolutely necessary to know the
W o r d and to know it well if we would be
sure of our salvation and enabled to point
others to the Lamb of God which taketh
away the sin of the world. Much of what
we hear today is not all truth and thus it
behooves us to prove all things by the
eternal W o r d of God. God's W o r d is forever settled in heaven, and will stand when
heaven and earth shall pass away.
To-day there are many spirits gone out
into the world and every spirit that does
not correspond to the W o r d of God is not
of God. The more folks study their Bibles,
believe it, accept it, and live it, the richer
their experience will be; it is then that the
Christian grace can be added and make of
them living epistles known and read of all
men and they become as a beacon light that
is set upon a hill. The more we put to
practice what we already know the greater
will be our capacity to retain the truth and
to increase the store of Bible knowledge. If
the W o r d is hid in our hearts it will manifest itself in one way or another for of the
abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh.
Oh, the blessedness of having our hearts
and minds filled with the good W o r d of
God and witnessing to the truth daily, both
by precept and example! Such a life becomes like a fountain of living water
springing up unto everlasting life. In such
a relationship with God the adversary of
our souls will have but little chance of
gaining an inroad into our hearts for He
that is within is greater than he that is in
the world. This is the privilege of every
child of God. It is God's will and good
pleasure that every one of His children
should enjoy the fulness of the blessings
which He has povided for every one.
(Continued on page 223)
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E V A N G E L I C A L

V I S I T O R

The Faith
By ]. R.
Scriptures.
1. II Tim. 4:7 "I havei kept the Paith."
2. I Cor. 16:13 "Stand fast in the Paith."
3. Acts 14:22 "Exhortation to "continue in
the Paith."
.4. Acts 16:25 Churches were "established in
the Paith."
5. Col. 2:7 Believers were "established in the
Paith."
6. Rom. 1:5 Paul speaks of his own obedience
to "the Paith."
7. II Cor. 13:5 "Examine yourselves whether
ye be in the Paith."
8. Gal. 6:10 Paul speaks of "the household
of Paith."
9. Eph. 4:11-13 "And He gave some apostles;
and some, prophets; and some, evangelists: and some, pastors and teachers; for
the perfecting of the saints, for the work
of the ministry, for the edifying of the
Body of Christ; till we all come in the
unity of the Paith and of the knowledge
of the son of God, unto a perfect man,

Steckley
unto the measure of the stature of the
fullness of Christ."
10. Eph. 4:5 "One Lord, one Paith," the Paith
—the Christian Faith.
11. Col. 1:22, 23 We shall be presented holy,
and unblamable and unreprovable in His
sight if we continue in the Paith.
12. Rom. 14:1 "Him that is weak in the Paith,
receive ye."
13. Heb. 12:6 "Jesus the author and finisher
of our Paith."
14. I Peter 5:9 Resist the devil in the Paith.
15. I I Peter 1:1 "To those who have obtained
like precious faith."
16. Jude 3 "Earnestly contend for the Paith
t h a t was once delivered to the saints."
17. Jude 20 "Building up yourselves in the
most holy Paith."
IS. Rev. 2:13 Pergamus. "Thou hast not denied my Paith."
19. Rev. 14:12 "Here is the patience of the
saints, here are they that keep the commandments of God and the Paith of Jesus."

I. T h e F a i t h
ing to the scriptures; and that He was buris distinguished from faith in these quoted ied, and that He! arose again the third day
passages.—Faith is the act of believing in according to the scriptures." The doctrine
God or in some individual as in a doctor.— of Jesus Christ then, as the Son of God,
The Faith, as distinguished in the Bible, manifest in the flesh, and dwelling among
embraces those fundamental doctrines|gi- us; His sacrificial, substitutionary death;
which form the ground of our belief in God. His burial and resurrection, with every
It is distinguished from all other faiths by other doctrine that is fundamental to Christhe definite article* "the." There are many tian life and experience is what is implied
faiths; the catholic faith; the Mohammedan in the term "The Faith."
faith; the Jewish faith; the Buddhist faith;
BIRTH.
the Russelite faith; etc., but "the Faith" is 1. THE NEW
I
would
say
that
the doctrine of the N e w
the one Faith, that Paul Speaks of in Ephesians 4:5, "The Faith of Jesusi Christ, the Birth should be mentioned as one of the
fundamental doctrines of our creed and
Son of God."
faith.
Faith in the N e w Birth, and conThe fact that this is spoken of so often
in the N e w Testament as The Faith, is an formity to the doctrine of the N e w Birth
indication of the importance of the subject. brings a person into a relationship with
T h e implication is that this is the only Faith God and a fellowship with Jesus Christ that
can neither be gainsaid nor resisted by
of any real merit.
those who scorn the idea of being hitched
Experience and history prove this to be
to some "thumb-worn creed." The reason
so. This particular faith is not in itself a
is this: the creed you can know by heart,
creed, although it embraces all the articles
but the N e w Birth you know in the heart.
of faith contained in the creeds of the
Those who are settled in the experience of
orthodox Church. There is infinitely more
the N e w Birth, and know of a surety that
imbibed in the Christian Faith than in the
they are justified from all sin by faith in
Nicene creed that was adopted in 325 A. D .
Jesus Christ, need never be afraid to stand
While the creed has a few fundamental
up and testify to the truth and power of the
statements concerning belief in God the
Gospel of Jesus Christ, before those who
Father, God the Son, and God the Holy
have given way to modernism and evoluGhost and the Holy Catholic Church, it
tion, for a real genuine experience of Christ
contains nothing of the doctrines of the
in the heart is not and cannot be produced
N e w Birth, of Sanctification, Holiness nor
by modernism and evolution.
Divine Healing which are all fundamental
to the Christian Faith.
2.
SANCTIFICATION.
II. T h e F a i t h
is a soul saving faith; a living faith; a lifting faith; a life changing faith. It is the
very "foundation of God, which standeth
sure." This cannot be said of any of the
imitations of the Christian Faith or of any
of the manifold faiths or religions of the
' world. It is as impregnable as the rock of
Gibralter, consequently it will stand the
tests of life.
Mainly the Christian Faith is summed up
in the words of Paul, in I Cor. 15:3, 4;
"How that Christ died for our sins accord-

Again, Sanctification is a doctrine that is
fundamental to The Faith. By some, this
doctrine is not given a large enough place.
It is not merely a little more of justification
as is contended by some; and the "setting
apart" theory as taught by others is only
a part of the truth. Look at Webster:
"Sanctification is the act of God's grace upon the heart whereby a man is cleansed or
made Holy."
Sanctification is for the believer. Paul
says: "For this is the will of God even your
sanctification that ye abstain from forni-
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cation." The setting of ourselves apart is
necessary, and this is what we do in consecration; but the cleansing for service is
also necessary and important. Dr. Torrey has said: "Sanctification results in Salvation. T h e Salvation here spoken of is
the salvation which the Holy Spirit works;
and not that salvation in the mere sense
of sins forgiven, or of the forgiveness of
sins, but salvation in the fullest sense of
deliverance from sin's dominion and presence." There are two meanings of the term
sanctification to quote him farther; "The
two meanings of the word are closely allied. One cannot be truly separated to
God without being separated from or
cleansed from sin." This cleansing is the
crucifixion of the carnal nature. "If we walk
in the light as He is in the light the blood
of Jesus Christ His (God's) Son cleanseth
us from all sin. If we say we have no sin
we deceive ourselves and the truth is not in
us." See I Jno. 1:7-9 "I beseech you therefore brethren, by the mercies of God that
ye present your bodies a living sacrifice unto God which is your reasonable service."
Rom. 12:1.
If we thus yield ourselves in sacrifice to
Him, He will send down the Holy fire to
burn out the dross, as when the seraphim
touched Isaiah's lips with the coal of fire,
and as when the fire of God came down
on Mount Carmel and consumed the sacrifice in the presence of Elijah and, the people. This blessing of cleansing brings the
believer into a state of "heart purity,"
"holiness," "perfect love," "Christian perfection" where he can "grow in grace and
in the knowledge of our Lord," "unto the
fulness of the stature of Christ."
This experience is for all believers in
Christ and is very vital to successful, victorious living. The person who thus "puts
on Christ" is not so apt to be tossed by
"every wind of doctrine", and he can "resist the Devil" in the strength of the Lord.
This life will demonstrate to the outside
world the reality of the Gospel. This life
is characterized by devotion,: sobriety, and
deep reverence for the House and W o r d
of God. In this grace the believer can
stand against all his adversaries.
3.

HOLINESS.
Then, a very vital doctrine is that of
Holiness, which should always be taught
concurrently with the doctrine of Sanctification. Holiness is not an experience; it
is a life—a state in which we live out our
sanctification. It is the state of perfect love
or Christian Perfection which sanctification
brings us into. Sanctification is the pass or
bridge by which we cross over into the
state of a holy life. This holiness is a condition of the heart. It is not assumed holiness, but imparted holiness; God's own
holiness which is the required clothing for
(Continued on page 222)
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By E. J. France
A paper read at Bible Conference, Upland,
Calif., Nov., 1931
Mark 10:13, 14, 15, "They brought young
children to Him that He should touch them,
and His disciples rebuked those that brought
them. But when Jesus saw it, He was much
displeased and said unto them, Suffer little
children to come unto me, and forbid them
not: for of such is the kingdom of God.
Verily I say unto you, whosoever shall not
receive the kingdom of God as a little child,
he shall not enter, therein: And He took
them up in His arms, put His hands on them
and blest them." Mark 9:37, "Whosoever
shall receive one of such children in my
name receivet'h me."
In a certain class in Sunday school, there
was a boy with a dark strip across his brain
and also a boy with an I. Q. of 119.5. If we
want to receive Christ we must receive such
children.
We should bear in mind that no course of
instruction prepared for primary children
has proved entirely satisfactory, but should
select those most nearly meeting our needs,
the one that will develop the best in our
children and get them into Christ.
A religious project is a scheme or plan
of learning through practice to extend forward.
II Tim. 3:16, "And that from a child thou
hast known the holy Scriptures, which are
able to makq thee wise."
The oldest of our religious projects is the
Sunday school with the Cradle Roll for the
little babes. "A little child shall lead them,"
and often parents are brought to Christ
through the Sunday school having the babies
on their Cradle Roll. In Japan the missionaries have a night kindergarten.
In the primary department we find the
bulbs have already been in the earth six,
seven or eight years. They are nurtured
by what surrounds them. We find their
mental life passing through a period of
transition, His imagination is keen, his
reasoning power is developing and his memory becoming more sustained.
His religion is real and influential in determining hs conduct. Religion must be a
vital and active force in hs lfe.
Success in religious training cannot be
measured by materials handled or methods
empowered; it cannot be judged by the religious experiences of the teacher. But only
by the response it brings in the Christian development of individual children.
There are three ways of teaching or conveying the light of the Way of Salvation to
the children: the teaching of God's Word,
teaching to pray and teaching to worship.
"This is God's house and He is here to-day,
He sees each thing I do and listens when I
pray."
Worship periods should not be molested
with lengthy announcements, plans for
picnics and various other things that destroy
the spirit of worship. The worship period
should be free from drill. To' worship children must be able to use with assurance material already at their command, singing the
songs, reciting the verses, praying—freely
out of the abundance of the heart. Children
are seldom as free to worship in the pres-
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Mark 4:34, "But without a parable spake
not unto them." Yes, the story method was
the one that Jesus our Master teacher used.
Direct discourse should be used as much
as possible with words simple and concrete.
Repetition is of great importance, line upon
ence of older folk as they are when alone line, precept upon precept. Make the story
grip. Have it within the child's understandwith their leader.
Prayer should be encouraged. The Lord's ing and it should have a decided religious
prayer should be used frequently. Teach value.
Be sure they understand. One two-yearchildren to really thank God. Make lists and
old went home, picked up a dead match and
posters of things for which to thank God.
Scripture well learned may be used in tried to smoke it. When corrected he said,
worship and also in presenting the lesson. "Moses smoked (smote) the rock and I want
Memorizing should be done in the study to be like Moses."
Materials used are Scriptures, songs, picperiod.
We do not have time to properly instruct tures, hand-work, chalk talks, sand tables, iland train the children in the short period of lustrations and stories. Children learn by
doing.
time given to us on Sunday morning.
There is nothing more natural for a child
Other religious projects have sprung up.
Years ago the New Testament was used as than to sing and because what he sjrigs
a text book but our children get very little in touches his life so vitally we should allow
the public schools. I said to my little boy, him to sing nothing that we do not wish to
"It is nice you repeat the twenty-third become permanently a part of his character.
Psalm in school." He answeredj "We only The songs should be taught carefully and
contain something which the child can comsay it when mothers come."
We have Junior meetings where the chil- prehend and enjoy.
The sand box—or tray is less expensive
dren are given'an.opportunity to worship
than a sand table. When children work out
and learn.
In some of the Brethren in Christ Church- a scene in the story they remember and enes a children's meeting is held every g|fe>' their task.
Wednesday afternoon for the school chil- ^ F P a p e r folding, like a book, a basket, barn
dren. Thus many little ones come into the or boat often gives the child a reminder that
he carries home to keep on his little desk
sanctuary for instruction and worship.
There are missionary courses for primary perhaps for weeks or even months.
Weigle says, "Let absolutely nothing
children. Books are studied and maps made.
I received my primary missionary lessons touch the child's life senses that you would
by reading the Evangelical Visitor to my not have become a part of his life."
In choosing pictures they must have a
mother. In some places reading circles are
conducted where a certain book or mission- decided religious value. A mother once
ary letters, etc., are read on Sunday after- lamented the fact that all of her boys went
to sea. She had many pictures of the ocean
noons.
In many places Daily Vacation Bible and ships on the walls of her home.
Time is too valuable to resort to any
Schools are being held. Great success has
form of amusement or something to fill in.
been obtained by this method.
Many children play or idle precious hours We must bear in mind that handwork is
away during vacation. In the D. V. B. S. used to emphasize the truth of the lesson.
held in a certain city the fourth grade The lesson may be so spiritual that you
pupils committed fifty-five verses to their cannot step in' with scissors and paste to
store house of memory, the fifth grade bring the lesson down to the child's underseventy-five and the sixth grade eighty-five standing.
Children are great imitators. It comes
verses. How many were learned by those
not attending ? I know of one child who natural.' What they imitate when they are
learned one long verse and a few golden young is often the molding of their later
life. This is especially adapted to the D. V.
texts.
The Children's Church has come into ex- B. S. Use only, good characters.
istence in many of the larger cities. Often
In Germany one prostitute woman had 834
children leave after the morning lesson or known descendants the majority of whom
sit in the service of the main church to sleep, were tramps, paupers, criminals, and murplay or day dream. Seldom do they get derers. Oh, if that life had been won for
the real* food value from the sermon. In Christ in its childhood years!
one place the minister's wife conducted these
There is a key to every heart. I rememservices. In St. Louis those preparing for ber attending a Sunday school convention
the ministry held such meetings.
some twenty or more years ago and heard
Children's revival meetings after school a worker from Chicago tell a story of a
hours for a period of two or three weeks naughty little boy who was always sour and
was a success in both "Baptist" and "Chris- would not behave in class. One day his
tian" churches in one place.
teacher espied the little one across the
Dan. 1:4, "Children in whom is no blem- street. He held something in his hand and
ish, but well favoured, and skillful in all a smile lit his face. She went across the
wisdom, and cunning in knowledge, and street and asked what he had. "Nothing,"
understanding science,, and such as had abil- and his face darkened. "Please, let me see,"
ity to stand in the king's palace." In some she pleaded. "You'd scream." "No, I won't.
churches these children are taken aside and I'd like anything you like," she smiled.
given extra training that they might become He gently opened his hand. There lay a
leaders.
lovely green worm. "I am fond of those
There are ways of expressing the social things. Would you come over to my place
part by taking flowers to the sick, scrap and see the collection I have?" she had
books to hospitals and singing for shut-ins. found the key. The boy visited her and
There are three ways of teaching exposi- found the friend he needed.
tory, conversational, and the story method
"Before Christ" and "After Christ" are
which is the most widely used with its appeal: making truth vital and influencing the the two great epochs of the world's history.—Harlem.
life.
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CIiAFPER-COCHRAN—On June 2d at Loysburg, Pa., in their newly furnished home, there
occurred the marriage of Sr. Violet Cochran,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William R. Cochran
of Altoona, Pa., and Bro. Russell Clapper, son
of Mr. and Mrs. H. K. Clapper of Yellow Creek,
Pa. Eld. Herman G. Miller officiated, assisted
by Eld. Roy Feather and Rev. Earl C. Bowser.
SEIPLE-CUTMAN—On June 4th, at the
home of the bride's brother at Highspire, Pa.,
there occurred the marriage of Sr. Anna Cutman, daughter of Bro. and Sr. John Cutman of
McVeytown, Pa., and Bro. James A. Seiple of
Harrisburg, Pa. Eld. Herman G. Miller officiated.
AIKEN-EREE—Bro. Joseph Aiken, of Englewood, O., and Kathleen Free, of Clayton, O.,
were united in marriage in the presence of a
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with the Lord, but the Lord told her that He
had some little errands for her to do yet. As
she argued her case with the Lord, she said:
"I am old and the people will not listen to me."
But the Lord said, "I will tell you what to
say," and in the form of a motto on the wall,
revealed, the message He had for her to give.
These were the words: "Get right with God,
Obey His Word, Do it all to stand, and be ready
when He comes." This message she has given
to unknown numbers through the ministry of
both public and private testimony. Her greatest joy was in the service of God, and she
could sit content for hours in public worship
BOOSEB—Aaron Booser was born Novem- or
in reading the Word of God.
ber 18, 1861 in Dauphin County, Penn. He deBeing a woman of rugged constitution and
parted this life to be with His Lord May 18,
1933, at sunset, aged 71 years, and 6 months. vitality she outlived most of her generation,
He is survived by his widow, Barbara; one " but at last, time and age declared their power,
and the outer man began to fail, but she redaughter, Edna; one brother, Grant, Wayne,
tained the freshness of her memory and spirit
Pa.; three sisters, Mrs. A. P. Longenecker, Harrisburg, Pa.; Mrs. Edwin Hershey, Hershey, until the final moments of life. And when
she felt the relentless grip of death, she sweetPa.; Mrs. O. C. Bishop, Oberlin, Pa.
smiled and said, "I'm going Home." Once
Profound sorrow is experienced throughout ly
she rallied and said with inspiration,
the entire brotherhood and his loss is keenly again
"I'm
going Home to-morrow." At two o'clock
felt by the family, church, and a host of
the next morning her hope was attained and
friends. His frequent glowing testimonies of
a struggle she quietly slipped away
implicit faith and confidence in the Great Phy- without
to be with Jesus.
sician are missed greatly in the prayer meetThus came the end of the last mile of the
ings to which he was a regular attendant.
Someone has said that our brother was in- way, and her earthly pilgrimage ended June
the
9th, 1933, at the age of 93 years, 2 months,
tensely interested in every phase of work in
our church, and every mission became ac- and 21 days. May we again hear and heed her
message:
quainted with him through his many remem"Get right with God,
brances and benevolent bequests.
Obey His Word,
His home was always open to our ministers,
Do all to stand,
our evangelists, and our church workers—all,
And be ready when He comes."
who might happen to be visiting within the
Funeral services were held June 11, conimmediate vicinity. Here a ready welcome was
ducted by Elders Emanuel Rohrer, and Wilber
ialways extended and the pilgrim was tendered
Snider
at Beulah Chapel, Springfield, O.
.words of comfort and encouragement.
Our brother passed unto the great Beyond
staunch in his belief of healing in His Lord and
with undying victory within his soul. Such
faith as his is a source of real encouragement
to each of us to be firm in our beliefs despite
all pains and sufferings.
/^ T IGHT is that which makes manifest."
Funeral services were held Monday afterIt J We usually term it as something we
noon, May 22, a t the Brethren in Christ Church,
Elizabethtown, Pa., conducted by Bishop Levi have learned. We gather light or get light
O. Musser, Eld. Harry Brubaker and Eld. John
Lebo. Text, first clause Job. 7:17. Interment directly and indirectly. God works thru inwas made in Cross Roads cemetery, Florin, Pa. strumentality from different angels and also
SHELLY—Bro. Harry Gibble Shelly, of through mysterious ways. If our spiritual
Hershey, Dauphin Co., Pa., passed to his rest eyes are not open we fail to learn anything
on the 18th day of May, aged 65 years, 2
months, and 14 days. He was a patient suffer- spiritually, from the direct source or iner from a complication of diseases. He bore
them with Christian fortitude. He leaves to direct source. As has been said, "the mind
mourn his departure, his life companion, Sr. of man is a wonderful thing." He controls
Minnie Kuhns Shelly, one daughter, Sr. "Viola
Shelly Lehman, wife of Ammon G. Lehman, it, he uses it in any way he wants to, naturone grandson Harry Lehman, and two brothers
ally speaking. 'But when God comes into or
and one sister.
Funeral services were conducted a t the home is invited into the heart then he controls the
and further continued in the Palmyra Brethren
in Christ Church, by the home ministry and mind with divine power in the way that he
the body interred in the Spring Creek cemetery sees best, whether educationally, domesticalnear Hershey. Text: I Cor. 13:12.
ly, apostolically and other walks of life.
TILERY—Leah Byers, daughter of John and
When God knocks at our heart's door of
Elizabeth Byers, was born in Franklin County,
Pennsylvania, March 18, 1840. She was one of
course we must open the door and invite
a family of 11 children of whom only two sisters survive, Sarah McCain of Springfield, Ohio, Him if we want Him in. Behold I stand at
and Eilizabeth Linkey of Upland, California.
the door and knock; if any man hear my
On December 13, 1860, she was united in marriage to Jacob Ulery with whom she lived in voice, and open the door, I will come in and
happy wedlock until his death January 26, sup with him and he with me. Rev. 3:20.
1911. To this union was born 6 children, 2 sons
andi 4 daughters. The eldest son, Daniel, died
If we are subject to God's power and
in early manhood, while four daughters, Mrs.
Mary E. Schatz of Springfield; Mrs. George teachings, he alone can tear down our (air
Bucher of New Carlisle: Mrs. Iva Herr of
Englewood, O.; Mrs. M. L. Dohner of Ashland, castles) t h a t we sometimes build and our
O., and the son, Orville B. Ulery of Spring- life is planned anew. Gathered light is a
field, O., survive her. The immediate family
also numbers thirteen grandchildren and twelve wonderful thought and blessing to me. We
great grandchildren. Two foster daughters,
Mrs. M. Elizabeth Butterworth and Mrs. Flor- get light in our Sunday school class, in
ence Oyler, also shared her maternal and unselfish love. A niece, Mrs. Elizabeth Thuma, reading and if opportunity presents itself,
spent eleven years of her childhood in Mother from our neighbor.
But not unless the
Ulery's home. She also cared for an invalid
spiritual eye is open.
brother 24 years until his death, while a host
of friends and neighbors revere the memory of
He that loveth his life shall lose it; and
"Grandma Ulery" who was always concerned
about their spiritual and material welfare.
he that hateth his life in this world shall
In their early married life she and her hus- keep it unto life eternal. St. John 13:25.
band found the Lord a s a personal Saviour and
I also say we get light from the unsaved
established a home of prayer. The family
altar fires burned undimmed during their moral person. There is chance of getting
earthly walk.
In later years she sought the experience of
light or learning in many ways. I believe
sanctifying grace, and the Lord so marvelousGod will speak to persons indirectly if they
ly met her that she laid under the power of
the Spirit for a number of days. The Doctor can't hear him directly. Now, Jesus says to
who frequently called but failed to understand her case, said: "This is spiritual. I can us, "Ask and it shall be given you; seek and
do nothing! for her." Her soul was so enrap(Continued on page 224)
tured that she longed at this time to go and be
g o o d l y n u m b e r of g u e s t s o n T h u r s d a y , 8
o'clock p . m., J u n e 22d, 1933, a t t h e h o m e
of t h e b i r d e ' s p a r e n t s , B r o . a n d Sr. M o n t f e r
a n d M a u d F r e e , C l a y t o n , Ohio. B i s h . W . H .
B o y e r , of D a y t o n , O., officiated.
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City Missions
Altoona Mission, in charge of Mid. Herman (J. Miller and
wife, 613—4l.li Ave., Alloona, Pa.
Buffalo Mission, 2fi Mauley St., In charge of Kid. and Sr.
Earl Hosscrl.
Chicago Mission—808!) Ilulxlead St., in charge of Sarah
Bert and workers. Phone, Wentworth 7122.
Dayton Mission, COI Taylor St., in charge of liish. W. II.
ltoyer and Sr. Susie ltoyer.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2nd St., in charge of Eld. and
Sr. Joel H. Carlson and workers. Bell Phone, Garfield 6431.
San Francisco Mission, 473 (iuerrero St., in charge of Maggh
E. Sollenberger and workers. Phone, Hemlock 1S64.
Wellaml Mission, 311 Elizabeth St., Welland, Out., In charge
of Htshini Jonathan f,yons and wife.
•

Rural Missions
Bethel Mission, in charge of Eld. anil Sr. I). E. Jennings,
Sylralus, Vu.
Mt. CHI ineJ Mission, In charge or Elder II. P. Helsey and
wife, (iladwin, Midi., Star liotitc.
Kentucky Mission Field, In charge of Elder Allien. Engle and
wife, (larlin, Kentucky.
Houghton Mission, Ontario, in charge of Edward Gilmore and
Wife, Idellus Sider, Tillsonburg, 0 n t „ R. 1.

Orphanages
Messiah Orphanage, Elorin, Pa., Brother Clarence ilerr, Steward;
and Slater Susie Ilerr, Matron.
Dk'la.
Jlbbok Orphanage, Tliomas, Ok'hi.
Mt. Caimol Home, Morrison, III., In c liarge of Sr. Katie Bollinger and workers.

Old Peoples' Home
Messiah Home, hi charge of Rro. D. L. and Sister liattir
Oroyblll. 1175 liailey St., llarrishurg, Pa.

m i m a write me a letter and send me some
t r a c t s , also telling me w h a t I w a n t e d to know,
s a y i n g t h a t if t h e r e w a s a p l a c e a t H o u g h t o n
to hold a revival he and Bro. Asa B e a r s s would
come. S r s . J e m i m a a n d E m m a W i n g e r c a m e
a l o n g , a n d o p e n e d a r e v i v a l s e r v i c e in t h e t a b e r n a c l e , w h e r e t h e y p r e a c h e d on t h e 14th of
F e b r u a r y , 1895. B e s i d e m y s e l f a n d h u s b a n d
t h e r e were 5 o t h e r s converted and were all
s e v e n b a p t i z e d on t h e c o m i n g M a y 10th.
I a f t e r w a r d s w r o t e m y experience for the
Visitor. Bro. Detwiler was the editor a t t h a t
t i m e a n d h e g a v e it t h e t i t l e " F e a r N o t L i t t l e
F l o c k . " I t h a s n o w g r o w n f r o m a l i t t l e flock
t o a l a r g e one. T h e r e a r e s t i l l m o r e t o be
t a k e n in t h e c h u r c h t h i s s p r i n g . I d o n ' t k n o w
how to praise the Lord and the Mission and
Ministers enough for the interest they have
t a k e n in t h i s p l a c e . B r o . a n d Sr. N i g h c a m e
for two y e a r s and held p r a y e r meetings, and
t e n t m e e t i n g s , a n d God s u r e l y b l e s s e d t h e l a b o u r a t t h i s p l a c e . T h e fields w e r e r i p e a n d
r e a d y t o h a r v e s t w h e n God s e n t B r o . a n d Sr.
Taylor and workers here a m o n g us. The Spirit
of t h e L o r d h a s b e e n so m a n i f e s t e d in t h e
h e a r t s of t h e p e o p l e t h a t w e b e l i e v e B r o . T a y lor's p r a y e r s are still being answered.
Some
d a y w e all h o p e t o m e e t h i m in g l o r y .
I a m g l a d t o s a y t h a t t h e i n t e r e s t is s t i l l
i n c r e a s i n g a n d t h e w o r k is w i d e n i n g out. W e
c a n s u r e l y s e e G o d ' s h a n d in it all t h e w a y
t h r o u g h . W e e x p e c t soon t o h a v e B r o . G i l m o r e
for our m i n i s t e r and we know by God's help the
i n t e r e s t will s t i l l i n c r e a s e . W e w e r e g l a d t o
h a v e B r o . a n d Sr. R e i g l e w i t h u s a g a i n .
We
h a d t h e p r i v i l e g e of h e a r i n g h i m p r e a c h in b o t h
churches.
Y o u r s i s t e r in C h r i s t ,
Fidelia Vannatter.
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TESTIMONIAL

D e a r r e a d e r s of t h e V i s i t o r :
I h a v e b e e n a s k e d to g i v e a n a c c o u n t of t h e
M i s s i o n W o r k s t a r t e d in H o u g h t o n , so byGod's help I will.
W h e n I w a s but a girl m y father would bring
m y c o u s i n ' s m a i l f o r h e r , a n d w i t h it c a m e t h e
E. V i s i t o r , a n d t h a t g a v e m e t h e p r i v i l e g e to
r e a d it, a n d I b e c a m e v e r y i n t e r e s t e d in t h e
r e a d i n g of w h a t God h a d d o n e for o t h e r s w h i c h
p u t a h u n g e r a n d l o n g i n g in m y h e a r t f o r t h e
t h i n g s of God, a n d I w o u l d be u n d e r c o n v i c t i o n
t i m e a n d a g a i n . B u t s o m e h o w I did n o t come
to t h e p l a c e w h e r e God c o u l d b l e s s m y s o u l . In
1892 I w a s m a r r i e d , b u t t h e r e s e e m e d t o be a
lack in m y h o m e . So I w r o t e t o a d e a r s i s t e r
e n c l o s i n g $1.00 f o r t h e V i s i t o r f o r m e a n d it
w a s i n d e e d a w e l c o m e v i s i t o r in m y h o m e , a n d
God a l l t h e t i m e w a s t a l k i n g to m y h e a r t .

Chambersburg, Pa.
To the Visitor family:
To t h e p r a i s e a n d g l o r y of God I will t r y t o
w r i t e a few lines a s I w a s convicted for some
time, b u t neglected to write. I wish to praise
t h e L o r d f o r w h a t H e h a s d o n e f o r m e in m y
time.
I w a s a n o r p h a n , a n d a t s e v e n y e a r s of a g e I
w a s one o u t of a f a m i l y of e l e v e n w h e n f a t h er a n d m o t h e r were called to t h e i r home. I
m u s t p r a i s e t h e Lord h o w H e cared for m e
since t h a t time and how He kept me under H i s
guarding wing.
I w a s r e a r e d u n d e r t h e a d m o n i t i o n of t h e
Lord, a n d I m u s t p r a i s e H i m for H i s g r e a t
m e r c y . .1 h a d a g o o d h o m e , a n d t h e L o r d
c a l l e d m e w h e n I w a s o n l y f o u r t e e n y e a r s of
age. I have now reached m y 77th year.
M y h u s b a n d a n d I a r e l i v i n g in o u r h o m e
w i t h o u r s o n - i n - l a w , w h o t a k e s c a r e of u s . I
am quite helpless with rheumatism, but our
f a m i l i e s a n d g r a n d c h i l d r e n a r e a l l good t o u s .
I a m so g l a d t h e y a r e all t u r n i n g to t h e L o r d
a s t h e y g r o w u p . I n e a r l y life is t h e b e s t t i m e
to s e r v e t h e L o r d to i n s u r e t h a t g r e a t r e w a r d .
M y p r a y e r is t o God t h a t w e m a y be k e p t
h u m b l e a n d t r u e t o God in o u r l a t t e r d a y s t h a t
w e m a y be f o u n d r e a d y , w a t c h i n g f o r H i s
coming.
I a m d e p r i v e d of m y h e a r i n g , a n d I d o n ' t
h e a r t h e s e r m o n s w h i c h I m i s s so m u c h . I a m
t h a n k f u l I can read t h e Gospel for myself. I
w a s a l o v e r of h e a r i n g t h e W o r d of God.
It
w a s m u s i c to m y e a r .
I r e c e i v e s o m u c h e n c o u r a g e m e n t in t h e V i s i t o r , a n d t h i s p r o m p t e d m e to w r i t e . I a s k a n
i n t e r e s t in t h e p r a y e r s of t h e b r o t h e r s a n d
sisters, t h a t we m a y be k e p t faithful.
F r o m your sister,
M r s . H e n r y D. W i n g e r t .

I l i v e d in G r a n t f o r d a t t h a t t i m e , a n d we
s t a r t e d g o i n g to t h e M e t h o d i s t C h u r c h b u t did
n o t feel a t h o m e t h e r e . S o m e o n e t o l d u s of a
converted b l a c k s m i t h a s k i n g for t h e privilege
of o p e n i n g t h e door of a n u n u s e d P r e s b y t e r i a n
C h u r c h , a n d w e w e n t to h e a r h i m . I t a l m o s t
seemed as though the words came down from
H e a v e n a n d it g r i p p e d m y h e a r t . F o r y e a r s I
had read God's Word, b u t now I began to
s e a r c h f o r t h e w e l f a r e of m y o w n s o u l .
I
a s k e d God t o g i v e m e a w i l l i n g h e a r t t o obey,
a n d t o h e l p m e u n d e r s t a n d , f o r I m e a n t to t a k e
God's Word as m y guide. B u t I could not
g r a s p t h e t h o u g h t of H i s w i l l i n g n e s s to f o r g i v e ,
a n d I k n e w t h e r e m u s t be a c h a n g e t a k e p l a c e
in m y h e a r t f o r it w a s h e a v y . So I p r a y e d ,
" W h a t m u s t I do t o be s a v e d ? " T h i s p l a i n
w a y c a m e up b e f o r e m e so r e a l t h a t I could
n o t d o u b t . I k n e w I m u s t yield a l l to h i s will,
so I p r o m i s e d t h e L o r d if h e w o u l d lift t h e b u r d e n I w o u l d obey. T h e n I w a n t e d t o m o v e t o
Springvale as I thought I wouldn't mind dressi n g p l a i n if I c o u l d o n l y live a m o n g t h e m e m b e r s , b u t w e m o v e d t d H o u g h t o n , a n d I cried,
because I thought we were going a w a y from
t h e c h u r c h . B u t n o w t h a t I w a s in H o u g h t o n
I t h o u g h t I would keep m y vow with the Lord
f o r H e h a d lifted myl b u r d e n . I s t i l l h a d t h e
hungering and thirsting after righteousness,
but I knew the promise w a s mine, and I was
w i l l i n g t o _ s t e p o u t e v e n if I h a d t o s t a n d a l o n e
w i t h m y God. I w r o t e a g a i n to t h i s d e a r S i s ter (Jemima Knisley Winger) and
asked
w h e r e I w o u l d find o u t a b o u t t h e p r a y e r v e i l ing, a n d a l s o a s k e d if t h e y w e r e g o i n g t o h a v e
a revival at Springvale that winter, as I
w o u l d like t o b e t h e r e . D e a r B r o . C. W i n g e r
u n d e r s t o o d m y c o n d i t i o n , a n d h e h a d Sr. J e -
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Dear Visitor readers:
W e greet you from N o t t a w a District, Ont„
Can. The Lord h a s been v e r y graciously pouri n g o u t H i s S p i r i t in t h i s p l a c e , in a q u i e t yet,
unmistakable manner.
In the w i n t e r m o n t h s
t h r e e y o u n g m a r r i e d w o m e n a n d one y o u n g
l a d x b e g a n t o w a l k in o b e d i e n c e t o G o d ' s will.
T h i s c a u s e d g r e a t r e j o i c i n g a n d u n i t i n g of
prayers.
F r o m M a y 7 t o M a y 28, B r o . A b n e r M a r t i n
of E l i z a b e t h t o w n , P a . , h e l d f o r t h t h e W o r d : in
the Sixth Line Church. His pre-eminent theme,
in a l l h i s m e s s a g e s w a s , C h r i s t ' s love to t h e
s i n n e r : a n d s e c o n d l y w a s s t r e s s e d t h e n e e d of
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i d e a l h o m e life.
This we believe w a s made
m o r e effective b e c a u s e w e f e l t h i s life w a s a n
e x a m p l e of h i s t e a c h i n g .
Several expressed
t h e i r n e e d a n d testified to definite h e l p a n d
experiences.
On t h e e v e n i n g of J u n e 2d, t h e h u s b a n d of
one of t h e y o u n g m a r r i e d w o m e n of w h o m I
h a v e s p o k e n b e f o r e , p r a y e d t h r u to v i c t o r y , a n d
w a s baptized w i t h his wife the next day, J u n e
3d, t h e S a t u r d a y of o u r love f e a s t . N e v e r h a v e
we witnessed! more intelligent and clear t e s t i m o n i e s t h a n w e did t h a t a f t e r n o o n w h e n e l e v e n
g r o w n f o l k s g a v e t h e i r e x p e r i e n c e of s a l v a t i o n
a n d G o d ' s l e a d i n g s t o t h i s h u m b l e b o d y of b e l i e v e r s . T h e y w e r e t h e n r e c e i v e d in C h u r c h
fellowship and baptized.
— P e a r l S w a l m , Cor.

Our Journeyings
By J. H. Byer
Two weeks of meetings at the Union
Grove—or east church—between Nappanee
and New Paris, Ind., proved a blessing to my
soul, and especially so since five souls knelt
at the altar and God met them. It was with
regret that we bade farewell to the saints
here, being endeared to me by their fellowship and hospitality.
In a cottage prayer meeting in Goshen on
the evening of May 10, we again had a very
precious contact. Then a night in the home
of Bro. and Sr. Bainter and family was very
enjoyable.
The next morning they kindly took me
to Elkhart, where by bus I left for Owosso,
Mich., where I arrived about 6 p. m. This
trip was made delightful by the blooming
of fruit and flowers, and the fresh bright
verdure of forest and meadow caused by
returning spring. These things caused my
heart to give forth new gratitude and praise
to our loving, heavenly Father.
Bro. Clyde Shirk kindly took me to the
home of Bro. and Sr. Albert Kiteley where
we had kind care and love shown us for the
time we were at Carland.
A precious love feast season was enjoyed
in the church near here on May 14 and 15.
I enjoyed getting into a number of the
homes of the saints while here. Bish. H.
Schneider, Elds. Samuel Lady, Clyde Shirk,
Gary Lyons and the writer were present as
ministers at the love feast here.
Bro. Schneider's aged father and mother
both over 84 are no doubt nearing the time
when their feet shall tread the streets of
gold. They are both confined, but seem
triumphant in faith and joy through their
precious Saviour. The numerous mottoes
and truths that our dear aged brother has
printed and hung in many homes and also
in churches will speak loud after our brother's tongue is stilled, if Jesus tarries.
On May 15, I go to the home of Bish.
Schneider of Merrill, Mich., about 35 miles
north. A week's stay is enjoyed in their
generous hospitality and Christian fellowship. On two occasions we meet in their
good church building near by, where we are
enabled to speak to a goodly number on
things spiritual.
In spite of the fact that on account of the
excessive rains which delayed farming and
made him extra busy, yet Bro. Schneider
found time to take me visiting some who
were sick. An interesting contact was with
a husband and wife, both deaf and dumb,
they seemed interested in things spiritual.
Bro. Jas. Hill very kindly took me to Midland, Monday morning, May 22. Here I was
again blest by the kindness of Bro. and Sr.
Chas. Moore being entertained till evening, when I went by bus to Gladwin, Mich.,
some 40 miles. A phone call brought Eld.
H. P. Heisey and we were soon at Mt. Carmel Mission and were made welcome by Sr.
(Continued on page 220)
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From "The Crises of the Christ"
By G. Campbell Morgan, D. D.
Part II
U T to take the larger outlook "If
Christ be not risen," then the atoning
value of His death cannot be maintained,
and it is worthy of careful notice that the
doctrine of Atonement always goes, where
men call in question the fact of the resurrection.
And yet again. "If Christ be not risen,"
then the world has no authoritative message concerning the life hereafter. If indeed He did not return, then has man no
well-established hope of seeing again those
faces loved long since and lost awhile. A
man often says—thoughtlessly in all probability—that no one has ever come back to
tell us anything concerning the life beyond.
That statement is absolutely correct if
Christ be not risen. N o one, however,
whose faith is fastened upon the resurrection can make that assertion. One has
come back, and in His coming has brought
life and immortality to light.
If Christ be not risen then there is no
type of humanity, for all the perfections,
which seem to be resident in Him, are spoiled by the revelation of His ignorance, or
His attempt to impose upon the credulity of
man.
"If Christ be not risen," there is no new
power at the disposal of man, and he is left
alone to struggle, and altogether unavailingly, with the forces of evil.
If Christ did not rise, what then did happen? W h a t was it that recalled that scattered group of frightened souls, and turned
them into men and women of such marvelous force, that within one brief generation
they had filled Jerusalem with their doctrine, spoken to the known world, and
undermined tha corrupt Roman empire?
How are these facts to be accounted for?
It may at once be declared that every attempt to account for the victories of the
Church, apart from the resurrection is
philosophically absurd, and historically
without proof.
It has been affirmed that the early disciples were guilty of fraud, that they invented a story. Will this stand the test of
one moment's consideration of the fact that
for this particular story they endured almost untold suffering, being excommunicated, ostracised, and in thousands of
cases put to death?
It may be that in the history of the race,
individual men have been found, who,
swept by some fanaticism, have been willing to die for fraud.
Cases have not been wanting in which
men have suffered and perished, in order

Pye

that evil may reach the goal and something
dastardly be accomplished. But this is
not a case of isolated individuals, but a
whole company and society of men, and
women, and children, ever increasing in
number, all of them more or less having to
suffer in those early centuries; and the central fact, for the declaration of which they
endured all things, was this story of the
resurrection, which, forsooth, it is announced they invented. Let the apostles
be the first and most conspicuous illustration. All of them save one died violent
deaths, and he was exiled to a lonely island.
The breaking out of persecution as
chronicled in the Acts of the Apostles was
based upon the fact that these men declared that the Man who had been crucified to put an end to His teaching and influence, had been raised, and was alive.
It is not within the compass of rational consideration to believe that men who so
suffered, suffered for a story they themselves had invented.
Again, it has been said that Jesus never
really died, but that He swooned upon the
Cross, and that being placed in a grave He
recovered. How then it may be asked, did
He escape from the tomb so carefuly guarded by Roman soldiers, and from graveclothes so marvelously wrapped, as those
of Eastern burials; were? Of course such a
statement is to take away not only resurrection, but the death of the Cross, and
all the value connected with it.
And yet His death is proved by the fact
that i1j was carried out by Roman authority, and Roman soldiers, and is a matter of
the world's history, as apart from the story
of the Gospels. In the crucifixion of malefactors the Romans were ever careful that
death was certain, and for this purpose
broke the bones after a lapse of a certain
time. His bones were not broken for the
simple reason that He was dead already.
Before His body was granted to Joseph of
Arimathea, the Roman Governor made
careful inquiry concerning the actuality of
death.
And yet one other argument may be referred to. It is asserted that the disciples
saw certain visionary appearances after the
crucifixion, and that they thought they saw
Him. Under stress and strain of terrible
excitement they imagined they had a vision
of their lost Leader alive again. The statement has been made in this connection that
they saw what they wanted to see, as people overwrought often seem to do. The answer to such a statement is of the simplest.
There need be no argument. They had no
expectation of seeing him again.
No
thought was further from their minds than
that of the resurrection. As to the hypothesis of visionary appearances, it might
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have been considered if but one or two had
testified. N o less than ten, distinct appearances are recorded, and these not only to
individuals, but to companies and crowds.
First to the women. Then to Peter. Then
to two men walking to Emmaus. Then
to ten apostles; and subsequently to eleven.
Yet later to seven men approaching the
seashore. Yet again to the whole number
of the apostles, and afterwards to five hundred brethren at once. Then to James, and
finally to the little group gathered round
Him when he ascended.
Is it conceivable that all these were deceived by visionary appearances, and were
so deceived that whatever else their faults
and failures in the coming years, there is
absolutely no record of any one of them
questioning the historic fact of the resurrection? Of course it may now be said
that this is all upon the authority of the
N e w Testament. That is at once admitted.
The authenticity of the Gospel narratives is
not now under discussion, but is taken for
granted. And therefore there may be added to the proofs already cited, the wonderful history of Saul of Tarsus, who declared
through over thirty years of consistent
Christian life and testimony, that the miraculous change wrought in his attitude towards Christ, and in the whole fibre of his
character was brought about by an actual
vision of Jesus of Nazareth, risen and glorified. It has been said that the true account
of what happened to Saul of Tarsus was
that he had an epileptic seizure in a thunderstorm. So puerile is such a statement,
that the only answer possible t o it, is a
suggestion that if it be indeed true, then
men ought always to pray for a multiplication of thunderstorms, and an epidemic of
epilepsy.
And yet finally these outside proofs are
not the supreme ones.
The supreme proof is the church of Jesus Christ. As has incidentally been seen,
at the Cross the disciples were frightened,
and scattered.
By the way of resurrection these were
gathered, and held in patient waiting, until the outpouring of the Holy Spirit, whose
coming created the new society, which
consisted not merely in the gathering together of individuals, but their fusing into
one mystic unity.
Then followed the
growth and influence of that Church in
every successive century. Within its
border to-day there is the deposit of the
only regenerative Gospel that man has ever
heard. T h e resurrection of Christ is
proved to-day by the Church on earth,
with its ordinances, its living ministry, its
Gospef of grace, and the marvelous victories won in every age, and in every land by
its toil, in spite of its weakness and worldliness. T h e Church of Christ is the supreme
credential of Christ.
(Continued on page 223)
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NEWS FROM FOREIGN LANDS

As cold waters to a thirsty
soul, so is good news
from a far country.
Prov. 25:25.

Victory
"The perfect victory is to let Christ
triumph over one's self, through the spirit."
(I John 5:4; Heb. 12:3; I Cor. 6:1-10; Rom.
8:35, 39.)
When you are forgotten or neglected, or
purposely set at naught, and you smile inwardly, glorying in the insult or the oversight—that is victory.
When your good is evil spoken of. When
your wishes are crossed, your tastes offended, your advice disregarded, your opinions
ridiculed, and you take it all in patient, loving silence,—that is victory.
When you are content with any food, any
raiment, any climate, any society, any solitude interruption,—that is victory.—Tract.
W e must do everything for a dead
Christ, but a live Christ does everything for
us.—Andrew Murray.
The most wonderful thing said about Jesus Christ is that "in him was life." Louis
Albert Banks.

-

WANEZI
Elder and Mrs. H. J. Frey, Wanezi Mission, Filabusl, So.
Rhodesia, South Africa.

Africa

SIKAL0NS0
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil I. Cullen, Mr. and Mrs. Darid B. Hall
Miss Anna Eyster, Sikalongo Mission, Choraa, N. Rhodesia
South Africa.

BULAWAYO
Bishop and Mrs. H. H. Brubaker, Bulawayo, South Africa,
No. 1 Fife Street.
MACHA
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Winger, Miss Anni« R. Engle, Miss Annk
M. Winger, Macha Mission, Chomi, N. Rhodwia, So. Africa.
MAT0P0
Elder and Mrs. L. B. Steckley, Elder and Mrs. C. F. Eshelman, Elder R. H. Mann, Mrs. S. K. Doner, and Miss Lois
Frey, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, So. Rhodesia, South
Africa.
MTSHABEZI
Elder and Mrs. W. 0. Winger, Mrs. Naomi Lady, Miss Mary
Brenaman, Miss Martha Kauffman, Miss Sadie Book, and
Miss Anna Wolgemuth, Mtshabezi Mission, P. B. 102 "M",
Bulawayo, So. Rhodesia, South Africa.

India
SAHARSA
Saharsa, B. N. W. By., Dirt. Bnagalpur, India, Elder and Mrs.
A. 0 . M. Dick, Elder and Mrs. Charles Engle, Miss Anna
M. Steckley.
SUPAUL
Supaul, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bbafalpur, India, Elder and Mrs.
G. E. Faulus, Miss B. Ella Cayman, Miss Edit Rohrer.

Home on Furlough
Mrs. Ruth B. Foote, Lower Clapton, Road, Clapton E. 5,
London, England.

A Transition

Medical Missionary
At various times in the past and again
this year, our staff of missionaries on the
India field have presented to the Foreign
Mission Board an appeal for a fully qualified
lady physician.
Through the avenue of medical work
among the natives of India, the Lord provides unusual and abundant opportunity to
contact and to minister to the soul needs of
that people.
The Lord has also provided and holds in
waiting a consecrated sister, who offers herself for this need, but who lacks the necessary funds to prepare herself for this work.
By sanction of General Conference of 1933,
we hereby appeal to the readers of the Evangelical Visitor to pray that the needed funds
may be supplied. And, inasmuch, as the
training needed for this work requires a definitely laid plan for several years, we hereby
direct any who would be willing to assume
this responsibility, either in part or as a
whole, to immediately correspond with the
Secretary of this Board, I. W. Musser, Mt.
Joy, Pa.
' FOREIGN MISSION BOARD.

Names and Addresses
Foreign Missionaries

By ]. A.

M

EDITATION a n d
consideration
sometimes strengthen conviction. At
other times musings bring a change of idea
or an enlargement of thoughts. Last year
I was of the opinion that it would be edifying to write relative to T H E CALL O F
G O D as revealed in His call to various
Bible characters and in conclusion mention
the leadings, or call, of three outstanding
missionaries who have passed on to their
reward. Accordingly I wrote seventeen
articles about God's call as revealed to
various Old and N e w Testament individuals. In my concluding article I stated that
I would write about three of our Church
missionaries and consummate my writings,
on this line, therewith.
Since then my mind has not ceased to
function and as I mused the change of purpose and ideas came. Thus, I have decided, that unless the L O R D leads otherwise, I would venture on a partially new
line of thought. A line very closely related
to the old but different. Hence the transition. M y apology for doing this is (1)
Through meditation God has led that way;
(2) having spoken to the editor while at
Conference he assured me that he thought
the change a good one; (3) so many words
of appreciation were spoken to me concerning the seventeen articles that inspiration
has been given to me to add a few more
articles to my original plan; in brief I have
been made to feel that a study of the leading, or history, of our departed missionaries
might be exceedingly beneficial in stimulating an appreciation for the work of the
Church abroad. I have chosen to name my
new series "Memoirs".
Before attempting to write on the above
I feel that I need assistance,- since I do not
have the distinct revelation of God's Holy
Book concerning the leadings of our missionaries. Accordingly I have prepared a
questionnaire which I am sending to the

Climenhaga
most direct kin with whom I am acquainted, in order to gather material for thought.
In this forerunner permit me, to express my
gratitude for your co-operation and may I
request that if any reader has thoughts
which he or she thinks of special interest
on this line I would be more than delighted
to receive the same. Following are the
characters of whom I have thought. I am
not too sure that the times of their departures are chronologically arranged, but perhaps that will not matter. Since I did not
know some of them very well much will depend on information that will be received
in answer from my questionnaire as to what
is said concerning some. If I have missed
any of our direct or indirect representatives
on the field who have passed on to their reward, kindly drop me a line if you notice
the same. Co-operation will certainly bring
greater inspiration.
Missionaries to South or Central
1. Bishop Jesse Engle and wife.
2. Sister Cress.
3. Sister Emma (Long) Doner.
4. Brother Levi Doner.
5. Brother Harvey Lady.
6. Sister Roy Mann.
7. Bishop H. P. Steigerwald.
8. Elder Myron Taylor.

Africa..

Missionaries to India
1. Elder Eber Zook.
2. Josiah Martin and wife.
3. Elder Henry L. Smith.
Elder John Myers and wife, and Sister
Fannie Heisey spent some time in Africa,
but can scarcely be called resident missionaries of that place.
A baby born of a cigarette-smoking
mother is sick. It is poisoned and may die
within two weeks of its birth. Sixty per
cent of all babies born of cigarette-s-ooking
mothers will die before they are tv
old.—Dr. C. L. Barber.
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India News Items
By B. Ella

Gayman

"WEE baby was brought to the girls'
boarding school at Saharsa, on April
19th. The mother had died about two
weeks before. The father was searching for
some one to care for it; as he had to work
and could not keep it. In despair he was
about to throw it away when Chinta Manno Das—one of the girl teachers—met him
and brought the baby to Saharsa.
The little tot took sick two days later
and in a few days was broken out with
small pox. She was immediately isolated.
The girls and teachers were immediately
vaccinated. N o other cases have developed.
Palm Sunday service was very impressive. The school girls marched into the
church carrying palms and singing "Hosannah." Our minds were directed to the
story of Jesus's triumphant entry into Jerusalem. M a y He enter our hearts.
The Supaul Mission Compound children
and the boys in the boarding school are
having measles and chicken pox. The
Engle children are in Darjeeling, so have
escaped the epidemic.
Bro. Engle had a communion service
with the Christians at Baljora, twenty-two
miles from Supaul, and also on the Mission
Compound at Supaul on Easter Sunday.
Vacation time has come. Examinations
are over and the children are having their
hot weather vacation. Some of them are
disappointed as; they cannot go home until
the quarantine is lifted.
Bro. and Sr. Dick returned from Darjeeling the other day. T h e y report lots of
rain and very cold weather. The Rest
Home is filled with guests.
- The cool weather and rains still continue. The mango crop has suffered much
because of storms. Watermelons and cu.cumbers are very plentiful. They help out
in our diet since our gardens are over for
the season.

Matopo Broadcasting
comes in hot and it still conA PRIL
tinues to be dry—so unusual for this
time of the year.
As usual, the first Sunday of the month
we had members meetings besides our regular Sunday services. W e are glad to notice the interest some take in this meeting.
The hour for this service is from two-thirty
to three-thirty.
T h e boy whom we mentioned, in last
month's report, when he was very sick and
taken home to die, is still living. His father was here recently and says now they
would like us to take him to the hospital
in Bulawayo and have an x-ray taken to
see what causes this illness. Their belief
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is that some creature is eating out all his
entrails due to some medicine which was
put into his food. T h e medicine turned into a creature, and is killing him.
The first week in April our school Inspector was here to help us in our school
work. W e are so thankful to God, that
our Government Inspectors under whom
we have to work, are people who realize
the importance of the Bible in the school, as
was again shown by this visit.
Rev. Steckley, Sister Doner, and Sister
Lois Frey went to Bulawayo on April 12th
to see Rev. and Sr. Frey and, Sr. Cyrus
Winger leave for Durban for their short
furloughs. Sr. Winger has been very ill
with blood poisoning and was advised to go
south for a rest.
i
Sr. Lois Frey spent Easter vacation in
Bulawayo with school friends.
Bish. and Sr. Brubaker and son Ronald
were guests at Matopo Mission over the
Easter holidays.
On April 17th we saw a procession of
Natives coming to the Mission. T h e front
four men were carrying a stretcher, which
was made of poles and an ox skin. The
skin was fastened to the poles by bark
string taken from trees. On the stretcher
lay a girl of about twelve or thirteen years
of age. She had a pillow of grass. They
uncovered her knee which had been covered with a filthy rag, showing us where just
below the knee the girl had been bitten
by something, they were not sure what, but
some thought a snake. It had happened
three weeks ago. The flesh had rotted away
leaving a hole through her leg exposing her
leg bones. There was a very strong odor
from the sore. Again they had waited too
long for us to help her, so we sent her on
to the doctor at Ft. Usher. W e haven't
heard since how she is getting along.
Mrs. Hall, who has been here for a rest,
went to Bulawayo to spend a week with
Bish. and Sr. Brubaker.
A t w o weeks' revival was held at the
Mission the latter part of the month. Rev.
Mann was our evangelist and we are glad
to say God used him to bring the messages
to needy souls. Our prayers were answered
when some boys and girls sought the way
of Peace and Happiness.
W e ask you to pray for our work here
at Matopo Mission. God grant that together we may win many before Jesus calls
his own, and it is forever too late.
•—Cor.
Whatever you do, or do not do, don't
fail to keep The Visitor coming up the
pathway to your door the coming year.
Don't let that old adage, "You never miss
the water till the well runs dry," be experienced in your life by failing to let The
Visitor's healing stream pour into your
heart each week.
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Our Journeyings
(Continued from page 217)
Heisey and Sr. Martha Sentz—who is a
worker here at present—this mission is located about 14 miles north of Gladwin, and
is on high ground which makes the name
suitable. A little farm with a few cows,
sheep, turkeys, chickens, and bees, also some
crops and garden stuff help make it less expensive to carry on the work for God here.
•Bro. and Sr. Heisey surely have the work of
God on their hearts in this needy field.
We had a very blessed love feast in the
large, well planned, and equipped church
near the parsonage. Some 28 took part and
there would have been many more had they
been able to come. On Sunday morning,
May 27, we had a precious service. Four
were received into the church by the right
hand of fellowship, and at 3 p. m. they were
baptized in a river two miles south. This
reminded me of pictures I have seen of the
river Jordan. The swift flowing, clear, cold
waters, with the administrator Bro. Schneider, and the willing candidates—a boy of 8,
two sisters, 16 and 18, and a middle aged
mother—made a scene long to be remembered. Bro. Schneider gave a very impressive talk standing on the bank of the stream.
He spoke of John speaking of Jesus and
saying, "Behold the Lamb of God that taketh
away the sin of the world" then baptizing
him and the Holy Ghost coming down as a
dove and lighting upon him. On Sunday
evening, Bro. Schneider gave a wonderful
message from I Cor. 15:57. Many glad
shouts of praise ascended. Mighty conviction fell on many hearts.
Perhaps the most interesting part of this
work is some ten or twelve miles east of
Mt. Carmel. Several prayer meetings in
homes, log houses, were very blessed. The
wet, warm weather bred great hordes of
mosquitoes and much smoke was used to
combat them. Yet with it all—at one place
at least—the house was full even to standing. The doors and windows being unscreened were nearly all closed.
The
writer laid off his coat and vest in giving a
message. The Word seemed to be eagerly
listened to. A number of men are to cut
balsam or fir logs in the near future—also
peeling them—to build a log church about
24; ft. x 32 ft, as the log school house they
formerly worshipped in proved entirely too
small.
A great triumph for Christ recently has
been the conversion of a woman who was
very worldly—in fact a great society woman. She was baptized Sunday. Bro. and Sr.
Heisey need our earnest prayers and encouragement in every way.
If we catch a glimpse of Christ's agony
in the Garden of Gethsemane and His sufferings and death on the cross which were
the groundwork of His triumph, we shall
prepare our hearts to more fully comprehend and share in His triumph on Easter
Day.—Herald of Light and Zion's W a t c h man.
Because Jesus lives, those who trust in
Him will live also.—Sel.
Happy is the soul who can find "sermons
in stones", music in the wind, harps in the
trees, beauty in the sunset, and worship in
the material order of God.—Isaiah Reid.
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Conference Reports
THURSDAY EVENING, JUNE 8
I.

BENEFITS OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
(a) To the Home Base or Church
C. Ray Heisey, Union, Ohio
We are living in a time when men are laughing at God's Word. Some say that Sunday
schools are becoming out of date and should be
omitted. Education is fitting us for a life of
service before that life is over. "Study to
show thyself approved unto God." Education
which takes men out from that life of service
is not education. From our Universities come
our teachers. Education is worthless in life if
it does not lead us to a fine relationship with
God. We need to stand back of teachers teaching our boys and girls. When they are taught
that the Bible is not the Word of God their
education is worthless. What is education of
value to us if our boys come back from school
and obtained the wrong attitudes of life. How
shall we safeguard the thinking of our youngpeople?- We need to pray for our teachers in
in the schools. If we have spirit-filled teachers, we will have spirit-filled pupils. The home
base is certain to suffer. God blesses those who
are faithful in bringing souls to Christ. The
home base must live. We must safeguard our
boys and girls. We want an education which is
not only religious but a Christian education.
We need education; but the kind of education
we need is the kind which will permit us to
know Christ in His fulness.
(b) To the Foreign Base or Field
J. Lester Myers, Gregncastle, Pa.
There are; a few people who think we don't
need any advanced education. They think we
don't need more than we get in the little red
school house on the hill. 1 am going to show
you that there is a field of service. Sol. 4:4,
"Wisdom is the principal thing, therefore get
wisdom and with all thy getting get understanding." The main thing to prepare is to
get wisdom and understanding. If the church
will educate her boys and girls under the
proper care they will come back to the home
base. If the base is spiritual then v;e need
not worry about the missionaries who are going out to India or other foreign fields. If I
see a worldly teacher I can only expect that
the offspring will be worldly.
The natural tendency to-day is to teach
secular things. It has been now over thirty
years that our own people have advanced in
foreign mission work^ The men and women
who were aDle to go out and teach the gospel
in Foreign Mission work have died and others
have to fill their places. It is up to us as missionaries to stress the spirit-fi.Ved life If we
are not careful we will neglect the spirit and
fall in with the teaching of the Government
Nine times out of ten men and women comingout of our schools will go back and teach their
own people. Four out of thirty-two missionaries hav^ not taken work in religious education. I do not want to hold up that we must
have a college education to go out on the field
but it is useful if you have it and have it
sanctified by the Power of God. Whether we
are going to learn one trade or another it
ought to be gotten under a religious influence.
There are two great requirements for a missionary—a good knowledge of the Bible and a
passion for the lost. Every missionary should
have them. You are going to come in contact
with other people of religious work. May God
help us to stand by our schools; pray for them
and stand by them.
II.

CHURCH LITERATURE
(a) For the Church as a Whole
E. J. S.walm, Duntroon, Ont.
It is the church's duty to be concerned
about the reading material. The church's duty
is not one sided. The church has turned out
to be some sort of a hospital. Books have
swayed nations. There are many books
brought into the homes which look good and
appear worth while. The church has been too
lax along this line. There is no reading which
should substitute the Word of God. There is
no need to expect that people will read the
Word of God and nothing else. Not every body
wants to read„ but God has put into minds a
certain thirst for information. The normal
person will like to read. The church should
stand by recommending what her members
should read. The reading material which lies
in the homes shows what kind of reading is
found in the homes of our people.
The church cannot stand idly by and say
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nothing about this matter. It is not good for
any person to run out along one line and become unbalanced. It is the duty of the church
to keep balanced along this line. It is a bad
thing to lose the teachable spirit. There are
different angles from which to view any question. It is the duty of the church to teach
first and be the leader for her young people.
You should not let any paper or magazine have
preference above your church paper. Every
person should take their own church paper.
There ought to be spiritual reading in the
home. The church ought to be alive to the
reading which she wants.
(b) For the Adolescent
Henry Brubaker, Upland, Calif.
The adolescent period is the period for
reading. Who belongs to the adolescent period
or group? Those who come between the ages
from twelve to twenty-four years, a span of
twelve years. The period is divided into three
parts—early adolescent, middle adolescent and
later adolescent. Thinking in terms of books to
meet some of the outstanding desires of these
different ages—during this period there is a
rise of new possibilities. There is a great
going on, and upward, and forward. We find
there is an outstanding amount of energy from
the ages of twelve to sixteen years of age. During this period there is also a marked appearance of extravagance. From nine to twleve
years the boy wants to make friends with
boys and the girl wants to make
friends with
girls. Surely the books they1 read during this
period ought to give them satisfaction without
going the wrong way. There is also the desire
for interest in others. From eighteen to
twenty-two is the time we sometimes speak
of as the doubting period. Some of the good
books to read during this period are: "Pilgrims' Progress," "Kept for the Master's Use,"
"The Rosary," and the "Ten Nights in the
Ball Room." Many of these are permitted in
the English classes. The more we are going
to bring in these books, the better it is going
to be for our young people. I only wish we
could produce more good literature for our
young people and for the adolescent.
(c) For the Adult
A. W. Climenhaga, Grantham, Pa.
In 1873 the uniform Sunday school lessons
were started. We need to think in terms
of outlining some time for ourselves. The right
way to do, is to point out the good. If the bad
were pointed out, more people would be found
reading the literature to find the bad. Twenty
thousand books have been brought for burning
in Berlin. The classes were; free masonry,
socialism and Jewish literature.
Be sure that our reading is of the type that
it does not tear down Christ and the church.
Some one has said, "We should always be
strong enough to close a book when we are
mostly interested." We need definite teaching and guidance. The church is doing a
great deal for her people, along the line of literature, but they do not take advantage of it.

FRIDAY AFTERNOON—TENT PROGRAM
"Non-Resistance: It's Teaching- and Fractice"
Enos Hess, Grantham, Pa.
The article in the Constitution and By-Laws
was read first on "Non-Resistance." The passage of scripture on non-resistance is found in
Matt. 5. The thought of non-resistance is the
thought of not opposing anyone who opposes
you. Most of us know what we mean by a
conscientious objector. I wish for all of you
to have just enough persecution to know what
it is.
"Non-Conformity" In Business and Social Relationships
Bish. M. G. Engle, Abilene, Kans.
Rom. 12:2. Non-conformity implies a radical,
thorough, universal change both inward and
outward, let the inward control the outward.
Cor. '6, God's Word demands separation. Separation begins within. Separation requires change
of desire. God's people should not do business like the world. We should not buy and
sell like the world. We should not be afraid
to be honest about our business, regardless
what kind. We should keep ourselves pure.
We are too much influenced by our fellowmen.
Be conscientious that we will not take money
beyond lawful interest. God has grace for us
to take a stand. The Holy Spirit wants us to
have Bible conviction.
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(b) In Conversation and Dress
Eld. Abner Martin
We ought to have "Non-Conformity" in our
conversation as well as in any other thing. It
depends much on how we talk or speak because
somone is ready to take us up. Our walk and
our life ought to correspond. Don't lower the
standard to suit your own ideas. A backslider
Is satisfied to live in the low things of this
world. Let us have the Word of God as our
standard and live up to it. You heard people
speak and almost every statement they made
they used some slang word. We have to be
careful that we do not lie sometimes by our
actions. "Let our conversation be Yea, yea and
Nay, Nay." Do you ever hear folks talk about
the "kids?" Friends, it is not becoming to say
these words. Jesus loved the children and
blessed them. When our heart is changed our
conversation will be changed because this thing
has to start inside. Non-Conformity means to
be transformed.
You can dress just as you please, but if your
heart is right with God you will dress so as it
will be a mark of distinction. Be not conformed in this world but be ye transformed. If
your life is consistent with your dress the
world will honor you.- God wants to be dressed up and down. If you and I walk the higliway of holiness our very garb will be a protection for us.
SATURDAY, JUNE 10—IN TENT
Theme: The Christian Home
(a) "Its Foundation"
Eld. John Nigh
I believe the institution called the home
comes next in importance to the institution
called the church. There is no greater institution in the world than the church of Jesus
Christ. If there would be no homes I don't
think there would be anything as a church
established. We are here to plead for home
life, especially as far as the Christian home is
concerned. What is the definition of a home?
It is where your loved ones dwell. There may
be lots of buildings around but they by themselves are not a home. It may be just a little
building 12 ft. x 14 ft. and can still be a home.
We may put a little too much stress on the
furnishings of the home. Some people do not
go to church until everything is spic and span.
We may be just a little too much wrapped
up in them.
God saw it was not good for man to be
alone so He created male and female. Home
life began right in the very garden of Eden.
"What God has joined together let not man put
asunder." God is over all.
• The best thing for young people to do is to
give their hearts to God when they are young.
God's plan is the safe way to take. "Remember
now thy Creator in the days of thy youth." The
time comes in everybody's life when we have to
get down to business. I believe that God has
a hand in that two opposites get together.
Home where God is honored is a fine place to
go. Now you may go and do as/ you like but
you may suffer the consequences. There are
homes where God has first place, homes where
children are reared. We have come to a time
when people do not just want children so much.
"The hand that rocks the cradle is the hand
that rules the world." I feel sorry for any
young man or woman that grows up and their
faith is shattered in the hope of God. God
wants men and women who give their lives to
God and bring up their children in the fear of
God. The foundation of a Christian home is
family worship. The downfall of any nation is
the lack of the Christian home.
(b) "Its Enemies"
Eld. John Martin
I love to speak about a Christian home. I
think the reason is because I was raised in a
Christian home. If every home were a Christian home how different this old world would
be. There is hardly anything that we have
that does not have an enemy. Our hearts and
homes are just real gardens. There is an enemy to hinder their growth. What we want
to speak about this morning is that enemy
that comes into Christian homes. One enemy is
worldliness. In a home where man and woman become worldly it is going to sap out the
very life of that home. The Bible should be
found on the table of every home. The worldly things are some of the first things a young
man and woman have to do with when they
start a Christian home. Luke 16. Worldliness
chokes out the Word of God. Can it be that
not every home in the Brethren in Christ
Church has a family altar? Give some time
during the day to God. Family worship can
be made so inspiring that the children look
forward to it. People become so worldly that
they don't have time to attend the prayer
meeting. You would not think of neglecting
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going to market on Saturday or whenever your
time is to go. Tour life will be far much happier if the weekly prayer meeting is attended.
Worldliness causes us to neglect so many
things. If the things of the world have first
place in the home, the children may be neglected. A smile in a home goes so far. Our
home can be made so that we would rather be
there than any other place. If any one needs
the Grace of God in the home it is the mother.
VVorldliness brings carelessness in the home. I
believe where God dwells in the home the
home is going to be in order. When the weekend comes we ought to prepare for the Sunday
so that not more h a s to be done on Sunday
than is necessary. These are some things that
get into the Christian home and sap out the
very life. If you want to be used of God, let
Him have first place in your heart. It is so
easy to neglect our promises. It is an enemy
to a Christian home, rather not promise a t all
than promise and not live up to it. If you
can't meet your) promise tell the people so.
Husbands, if you are willing to be crucified
for your wives you will get along good together. Selfishness is another enemy to a
home, and idleness another. One of the greater
hindrances to the American people is that if
the young people come through college they
have not learned to use their heads.
(c) "Its Mutual Relationships"
Bish. L. Shoalts
If we are going to live up to all this instruction we must have it in our hearts. We
hear much but to carry it out means something
else. We get lots of instruction but we need
something in our lives to carry it out. We
only go through this life once and it means
much how we go through it. Deut. 22:8, All of
us are building a house. We need to be careful how we build. The home is the foundation
of the nation. America needs to get back to
the family altar. If we do not take our place
we are going to make it hard for someone else.
A mother can raise seven sons but it sometimes
takes seven sons to take care of one mother.
God has definite things for a definite people.
What we need is our hearts cleaned up and
our hearts filled with the Holy Spirit and we
will make lovely homes somewhere. Mutual
relationship. Shine where you are and the
world will be brighter. If you get mad spells
you bring a shade of darkness in that home
in which you live. Training and culture is a
great help, but it won't get rid of the old man.
We need justification and sanctification. The
Word says that the carnal mind is not subject
to the law of God. Love is the first law of God.
To live up to all these instructions we need
something in our hearts. A home is not complete without children. Children—don't grieve
your parents in the home. Give your hearts to
God early.
SATURDAY AFTERNOON
2:00

Consecration, as Taught in the Scripture
Eld. J. A. Climenhaga
I think that, we ought to remember and remember well that we a r e a three-fold being.
We are spirit, soul and body. The twelfth
chapter of Romans is often called the consecration chapter. There is a possibility that
sometimes we think our minds are dedicated to
God when they are not. We need to be very
careful first and know that the essential thing
is that our spirits are in tune with God. Real
consecration will take selfishness out of us and
put Christ in us. Real consecration is just as
much a thing of the mind as of the body. A
man who is really consecrated loves everybody.
I believe in a consecration which purifies and
makes the man regular. I do not have very
much for the teachers t h a t are on top to-day
and down to-morrow. Consecration spells common sense in God's Word every time. I don't
have very much time for anything that doesn't
keep a man sweet under test. I believe in a
life which is the same yesterday, to-day and
forever. Real consecration gets on the altar
for service. Real consecration does not see
self.
May God help us not to consider our own
but to consider others.
The Church's Need of Consecration
C. N. Hostetter
Rom. 12:1. The call is to know the Lord. It
is impossible for anyone to consecrate himself
to the Lord who is not saved. Let us notice
a few instances why we need consecration.
Only a s we yield ourselves fully to the Lord
can we know the full plan of redemption. II
Tim. 1:1-2, I t is necessary for us to make our
consecration deep and complete if we want to
be kept from the world. The life that knows
that grace and power is the life that is given
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to God. We want to consecrate our lives to
God that we might enjoy ourselves to the fullest extent. The Lord wants us to so yield
ourselves to him that we are victorious over
t h e foes without and the foes within. We need
to consecrate our lives to God in order that we
may understand the divine will. I t is the yielded life that can understand the divine will.
The Lord calls us to consecrate so t h a t we
might trust him for our bodies. He wants us
to yield ourselves to him so completely and
so entirely that He can use us.
3:00

Is My Consecration Made and Sealed?
Bish. H. Schneider
I believe it is our privilege to know j u s t
where we stand. We are in need of young
people to-day with lives consecrated to God.
Is that life given back to God with a heart full
of love? We must not think that we are giving God such a favor when we give him our
life. If you put an estimate on Jesus and
His work you are not worthy of an invitation.
In the name of Jesus give your life back to
God. Have I done this? God wants us to love
Him more than anything else in the world. If
we examine ourselves we find that God gives us
a real love for the work He calls us to. Do
you really love God enough to give up all and
follow Him? God is going to demand something of you and me some of these days. You
would rather see your boys or girls go to the
deserts of Africa t h a n have them around you
at home and see them be lost. When you go
through consecration you will find that God
must come first. The very place God has for
you is the place that is going to suit you the
best. All you have to do is say, "Here I am,
Lord." I t is perfectly safe to wait on God.
I believe that God Almighty is waiting on the
hearts of our young people. Unless God can
get out of your life what he wants the devil
will.
(To be continued)

The Faith
(Continued from page 214)
admittance to the marriage supper of the
Lamb. W i t h o u t this holiness no one shall
see the Lord. (Heb. 12:14.)
4.

THE SECOND
COMING
OF
CHRIST.
Another very vital and fundamental doctrine of the Faith is that of the Second
Coming of Christ, and the resurrection of
the saints and their translation along with
the living saints. This is the hope of the
Church. This Hope inspires holiness of
life and action. "He that hath this hope in
him purifieth himself even as He (Christ)
is pure." I Jno. 3:3. T o rob Christianity of
this doctrine is to take away the very foundation of the Faith. The Faith is built upon this most vital doctrine: "He shall so
come aqain."

III. The Faith Not Simply a Creed.
/. THE CREED.
T h e creed is good but in itself it is not
sufficient; it is simply a cold, formal, lifeless acknowledgment of the great doctrines
of God and the Bible. I shall here quote
it to draw the contrast.
"I believe in one God the Father Almighty; maker of Heaven and Earth, and
all things visible and invisible.
And in one Lord ]esus Christ the Onlybegotten Son of God, begotten of the Father before all the worlds (God of gods),
Light of Light, very God of very God, begotten not made, being of one substance
(essence) with the Father; by whom all

things were made; who, for us men and
for our salvation, came down from heaven,
and was incarnate by the Holy Ghost of the
Virgin Mary, and was made man; and was
crucified also for us under Pontius Pilate;
He suffered and was buried; and the third
day He arose again, according to the scriptures; and ascended into heaven, and sitteth on the right hand of the Father; and
He shall come again, with glory, to judge
both the quick and the dead; whose kingdom shall have no end.
And I believe in the Holy Ghost, the
Lord and giver of life; who proceedeth
from the Father (and the Son); who with
the Father and the Son together is worshipped and glorified; who spake by the
prophets. And I believe in One Holy
Catholic and Apostolic Church.
I acknowledge one baptism for the remission
of sins; and I look for the resurrection of
the dead and the life of the world to come.
Amen."—Quoted from Fisher's
Church
History.
It is plain to see that the memorizing of
this creed would easily become a matter of
form, and though a person might believe in
it with all his might, it is powerless to save.
W h a t a man needs on top of this is a belief
in the doctrine of the N e w Birth to the extent that he will seek God until he obtains
the experience by faith, and it becomes his
life. This will be an incentive to the next
step which is Holiness, and Holiness will be
an incentive to Glorification, "'for it doth
not yet appear what we shall be, but we
know that when He shall appear we shall
be like Him, for we shall see Him as He

IV.

Conclusion.

If we have these wonderful experiences
of Grace so far as„it is possible in this life,
we can at the end of our journey say with
Paul, "I have kept the Faith" of Jesus
Christ, "and henceforth there is laid up for
me a crown of righteousness, which the
Lord the righteous judge shall give to me
at that day, and not to me only but t o all
them also that love His appearing." This is
The Faith.
Upland, Calif.
In order to grow in grace, we must be
much alone.
It is not in society—even
Christian society—that the soul grows most
vigorously. In one single, quiet hour of
prayer it will often make more progress
than in days of company with others. It
is in the desert that the dew falls freshest
and the air is purest.—H. Bonar.
"How precious also are thy thoughts unto me, O God! how great is the sum of
them! If I should count them, they are
more in number than the sand: when I
awake, I am still with thee."
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LORD, TEACH US TO PRAY
Topic for July 30, 1933

No. 84.
BOOK STUDY—MALACHI
Topic for Aug. 6, 1933
Sug. Scripture Reading, Mai. 3:1-6.

Sug. Scripture Reading—Luke 11:1-13.
I.

Reasons for the Request.
1. Disciples saw Jesus praying.
2. John taught his disciples. Luke 11:1.
3. They saw the effects of prayer.
4. They felt the effects of prayer.
5. To-day we stand in increased need of
prayer. Why ?

II.
1.
2.
3.
4.

By Whom May We Be Taught to Pray?
By God. Matt. 6:8.
By Christ. Luke 6:12.
By the Spirit. Rom. 8:26.
By observing effectual efforts in other
spheres of life. Luke lf*:8.

III. (a) How Shall We Pray?
See what admonition each of the following
Scripture^ reveal with reference to prayer. Phil 4:6; James 4:16; Psa. 51:1; Lu.
18:13.
(b) How Shall We Not Pray?
See what negative admonitions you can
gather from the following Matt. 6:5, 7;
James 4:3; James 1:6, 7; etc.
IV.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Examples of Prayer that Were Answered. What Lessons Do These Teach
Us?
Luke 18:13.
Matt. 8.25.
Matt. 14:30.
Psa. 51:1 with II Sam. 12:13.
Acts 9:6.
Luke 23:42.
1 Kings 3:7-9.
Find others.

V. Secrets of Effectual Intercessory Prayer.
Thanksgiving, confidence, humility of
heart, unselfishness, frequency, regularity, perseverence, definiteness, boldness,
asking for right purpose, appealing to
justice of God, faith, fasting, weeping,
secrecy ,etc.
Using the Model Prayer which Jesus gave
to the disciples and which nearly all the children can repeat from memory, give the children some practical instructions as to how
to pray. Picture the attitudei expressed iin
this prayer and explain the contents and requests made in this moder prayer.
Have someone lead a practical discussion
on the blessing of a rich devotional life, and
the necessity and privilege of learning to
bring to God in prayer, everything, large
and small.
What difference should we observe between our public and private prayers ?
Ask everyone to breathe this prayer
throughout the coming week,—"Lord, teach
us to pray," Would you like to assign some
definite prayer projects for the week?
Jesus died to save us and lives to keep
us.—"Revelation.''

Note. Since the book of Malachi contains
only four chapters, all detailed references in
this outline have been omitted.1 By carefully
reading the book a few times the following
outline can readily be discovered. And since
not all quotations under the subject are
cited, will also reveal them.
I.

A Corrupted Priesthood, ch. 1:6 to 2:10.
1. Charges against them.
(a) Ye despise my Name.
(b) Ye offer polluted bread.
(c) Ye say the Table of the Lord is
contemptible.
(d) Ye have profaned my Name.
(e) Ye„offer blemished sacrifices.
(f) Ye have caused many to stumble.
(g) Ye corrputed the covenants. '
2. Judgments.
(a) I will curse you.
(b) I will curse your blessings.
(c) I will corrupt your seed.
(d) I made you base and contemptible.

II.

A Backslidden People, ch. 1:14 to 3:15.
1. Their Transgressions.
(a) Ye sacrifice a corrupt thing.
(b) Ye profane the holiness of the
Lord.
(c) Ye deal treacherously with your
wife.
(d) Ye have gone away from mine ordinances.
(e) Your words art stout against me.
(Skepticism.)
2. Their Punishment.
(a) The deceiver is cursed.
(b) The Lord will cut off master and
scholar.
(c) The nation is cursed, * Some of the
curses.
1. Crop failure, ch. 3:10.
2. Pestilence, ch. 3:11.
3. Reproach among nations, ch.
3:12.

III. Malachi's Ray of Hope.
1. A Forerunner, ch. 3:1.
2. The Lord shall come to His Temple, ch.
3:1.
3. A cleansed Priesthood and People, ch.
3:2-6.
4. They that feared the Lord shall be
Mine. (Reward), ch. 3:16.
5. More rewards ch. 4:6
Questions for Discussion.
1. Can these various evils dwell in the
heart of people and they be true Christians ?
2. How can we discern between righteous
and wicked (ch. 3:18) in our day?
i
3. Does the Lord punish nations to-day
as He did Israel at that day?
Have the children learn and practice reepating the names of the Books of the Bible
until they can repeat all with one breath. It
can be done.
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The Word of God
(Continued from page 213)
While the W o r d of God is for our comfort and complete satisfaction it is also a
shield by which we may put to flight the
devil in the hour of temptation. The W o r d
of God is the sword of the spirit and if
we submit ourselves to God and use the
sword of the spirit skillfully we shall have
the victory and this is the victory that overcometh the world, even our faith. Oh, that
people would appreciate the W o r d of God
and read it and live it and continue steadfastly in the doctrines of Jesus Christ, how
much grief and trouble and sorrow and
contentions and strife and divisions could
be spared! W h e n the Bible is neglected
folks will turn to fables and foolish stories
and give heed to seducing spirits and doctrines of devils, and the terrible consequences are seen in the homes and in many
of our public schools and modern churches.
The only remedy for this awful condition is
a turning back to the good W o r d of God
and asking after the old paths. W h e n the
W o r d of God is honored, believed and
lived the power of God; will be manifested
in a wonderful way. The broken down
walls of Zion with them again be built up,
believers will be revived and sinners will be
converted unto God.

Faith's Anchorage
(Continued from page 218)
Turning from this subject of resurrection
with the great glad exultant cry, Christ is
risen, there is in the cry the affirmation of
His perfect victory, the declaration of the
Divine seal set upon that victory, and the
proclamation of a sure anchorage for the
faith of men. The living, risen Christ is
the centre of the Church's creed, the Creator of her character, and the inspiration of
her conduct. His resurrection is the clearest note in her battle-song. It is the sweetest, strongest music amid all her sorrows.
It speaks of personal salvation. It promises the life that has no ending, it declares
to all bereaved souls that "them also that
are fallen asleep in Jesus will God bring
with Him" and therefore the light of His
resurrection falls in radiant beauty upon
the graves, where rests the dust of the
holy dead.
End
My life is one long, daily, hourly report
of answered prayer. For physical health,
for mental overstrain, for guidance given
marvelously, for errors and dangers averted, for enmity to the Gospel subdued, for
food provided at the exact hour needed,
for everything that goes to make up life
and my poor service, I can testify with a
full and often wonder-stricken awe that
God answers prayer.—Mary Slessor.

Editorial
(Continued from page 211)

Christ's death is the measure of your
worth to God.—"Revelation."

Sin is the most unmanly thing in the
world.—J. G. Holland.

Christian, use your Check Book. W h y
The story of the cross has never been
still He is as near as ever. H e will not
act
and go around like a pauper when your
told
as
impressively
as
when
told
by
Love,
leave His owix even in the dark valley.
Father is rich and the Bank of Heaven still
In the past year w e have met a number for she was the originator of the story.—
honors Philippians 4:19?—J. W . Hadall.
of old saints who have been tried and found M. A. Monday.
true. They have been faithful in the least
.RADIANT.
as well as in the great things. N o w that
their bodies are weakened with age and
their spirits often depressed with diseases,
RELIGIOUS MOTTOES
they are being tempted by Satan that the
Lord has forsaken them, and sometimes it New
Artistic
Inspirational
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Different
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presence and close the door about us with
a comforting assurance that our heavenly
Father will not allow us to be touched by
anyone or anything that will separate us
from His love so long as we just trust in
Him, for H e has promised to be with us
"Alway, even unto the end."
Whatever our heavenly Father may wish
to work out in the experience of the soul,
as it enters into the dark valley, will be accomplished fully and gloriously and to the N o . 515 -Text "In Remembrance of M e "
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trust in Him. That hour of your life may
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strange darkness, the terror of that hour,
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Gathered Light
(Continued from page 216)
ye shall find; knock and it shall be opened
unto you." Luke 11:9.
A young minister1 once said ."seeking is
beating a path" and if we go on with God
we will be seeking continually in the spirit.
God gives us soul visions as we trust ourselves to his care. We ought to say the
eternal "yes," to Him and Him alone. God
is "the omnipotent God, the unchangeable
God and the God of impossibilities.—Mrs. F.
Casler.
God does not count our prayers, H e
weighs them.—Sel.
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